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Deutsche Zusammenfassung  
 

Bauteile in Kraftwerken sind im Betrieb zyklischen Beanspruchungen, die zur in-

elastischen Verformung im Werkstoff führen können, ausgesetzt. Wenn die 

Werkstoffe, insbesondere unter einachsiger zyklischer Beanspruchung mit 

Mittelspannung oder unter mehrachsiger kombinierter konstanter (primärer) und 

zyklischer Beanspruchung belastet sind, kann sich eine fortschreitende plastische 

Deformation akkumulieren. Diese fortschreitende plastische Deformation, genannt 

Ratchetting, ist im Bereich der niederzyklischen Ermüdung (Low-Cycle-Fatigue), in 

dem hohe Beanspruchungsamplituden vorliegen, relevant und spielt daher für die 

Sicherheit im Betrieb einer Anlage eine wichtige Rolle. 

 

Zur genaueren Ermittlung der Lebensdauer von hochbeanspruchten Komponenten im 

Rahmen der Festigkeits- und Ermüdungsfestigkeitsanalysen, werden Werkstoff-

modelle, die die komplexen inelastischen Verformungsvorgänge unter zyklischer 

Beanspruchung beschreiben können, angewandt. Ein Werkstoffmodell, auch 

Konstitutivmodell genannt, stellt den mathematischen Zusammenhang zwischen 

Spannungstensor und Dehnungstensor dar, und beschreibt damit das nichtlineare, 

zeitabhängige zyklische Materialverhalten im allgemeinen dreiachsigen Spannungs-

zustand. Das Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es, ein Werkstoffmodell zu entwickeln und zu 

verifizieren, um das zyklische inelastische Materialverhalten des austenitischen Stahls 

X6CrNiNb18-10 und des ferritischen Stahls 20MnMoNi5-5 numerisch zu simulieren 

und insbesondere den Ratchetting Effekt zu quantifizieren. 

 

Um das dehnratenabhängige, viskoplastische Materialverhalten unter zyklischer 

Beanspruchung zu beschreiben, wird, aufbauend auf einem zeitunabhängigen 

Chaboche-Modell, ein viskoplastisches Chaboche-Modell verwendet. Die Effekte der 

Dehnraten- bzw. Zeitabhängigkeit wurde durch eine Viskospannung im Modell 

implementiert. Die Beschreibung des zyklischen Materialverhaltens wird durch die 

Einführung von weiteren inneren Variablen realisiert. 

  

Die tensorielle kinematische Verfestigungsvariable, in der Literatur häufig Backstress 

oder Rückspannung genannt, wird verwendet, um die richtungsabhängige Ver-

festigung (Dehnungsverfestigung) zu beschreiben. In der vorliegenden Arbeit werden 
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unterschiedliche nicht-lineare kinematische Verfestigungsmodelle untersucht, darunter 

das Armstrong-Frederick-Modell als grundlegendes nichtlineares kinematisches 

Verfestigungsmodell, das Ohno-Wang-Modell, das besonders zur Simulation der 

Ratchettingverformung geeignet ist, und das Krämer-Krolop-Modell zur Beschreibung 

der nichtproportionalen Effekte bei einer mehrachsigen nichtproportionalen zyklischen 

Beanspruchung. Durch Verwendung von vier Rückspannungsvariablen im Werkstoff-

modell kann die zyklische Dehnungsverfestigung in einem größeren Schwingbreiten-

bereich präziser beschrieben werden. 

 

Die richtungsunabhängige Verfestigung und Entfestigung - zyklische Verfestigung und 

Entfestigung genannt - wird durch skalare isotrope Verfestigungsvariable im Werkstoff-

modell berücksichtigt. Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit werden verschiedene Verfestigungs-

modelle mit isotropem Charakter entwickelt und untersucht. Mit diesen Modellen 

können unterschiedliche Mechanismen wie zyklische Verfestigung mit und ohne 

Sättigung, zyklische Entfestigung oder kombinierte zyklische Verfestigung und 

Entfestigung abgebildet werden.  

 

Weiter wird die Entwicklungsgleichung für den Dehnungs-Gedächtnis-Effekt in das 

viskoplastische Chaboche-Modell implementiert, um im Experiment beobachtete 

Gedächtniseffekte zu berücksichtigen. 

 

Das so erweiterte viskoplastische Chaboche-Modell wird in verschiedenen Fassungen 

als Unterprogramm UMAT des kommerziellen Finite Elemente Programmes ABAQUS 

implementiert und kann zur numerischen Simulation von Bauteilen angewendet 

werden. Die unterschiedlichen Fassungen werden im weiteren als Armstrong-

Frederick-Modell, Ohno-Wang-Modell und Krämer-Krolop-Modell bezeichnet. 

 

Zur Bestimmung der Materialparameter des Werkstoffmodells mit dem numerischen 

Optimierungsprogramm MINUIT werden zunächst einachsige Versuche im üblichen 

Labormaßstab durchgeführt. Parallel wird das Werkstoffmodell in einachsiger 

Formulierung in das Optimierungsprogramm integriert. Durch Vergleich von 

gemessenen und berechneten Ergebnissen an den ausgewählten Werkstoffen werden 

die Parameter so optimiert, bis minimale Abweichungen zwischen Messung und 

Rechnung erreicht sind.  
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Zur Verifikation des Werkstoffmodells an unterschiedlichen wechselnden Beanspruch-

ungen wird ein umfangreiches Versuchsprogramm mit den ausgewählten Werkstoffen 

realisiert. Dies umfasst axiale Zugversuche, axiale dehnungsgesteuerte zyklische 

Zugdruckversuche und spannungsgesteuerte Treppenstufenzugdruckversuche mit 

Mittelspannung bei unterschiedlicher Prüftemperatur. Mit den zuvor ermittelten 

Parametern werden sehr gute, teilweise sogar vollständige Übereinstimmungen 

zwischen den durchgeführten einachsigen zyklischen Versuchen und den 

numerischen Berechnungen erzielt. 

 

Zur weiteren Verifikation der Werkstoffmodelle werden experimentelle Unter-

suchungen an Geradrohrabschnitten, also realen Bauteilen, bei Raumtemperatur und 

T = 300 °C durchgeführt. Das Versuchsprogramm umfasst mehrachsige zyklische 

Torsionsversuche ohne und mit axialer Ratchettingverformung sowie Versuche bei 

denen sich die Torsionsbelastungen und somit die axialen Zugdruckbelastungen in 

Phase und gegen Phase zyklisch verändern.  

 

Die folgenden Erkenntnisse können aus den Bauteilversuchen und den zugehörigen 

numerischen Simulationen mit den Erweiterungen des Chaboche-Modells abgeleitet 

werden: 

 

Sowohl das Armstrong-Frederick-Modell als auch das Ohno-Wang-Modell zur 

Simulation kinematischen Verfestigungsverhaltens zeigen gute Übereinstimmungen 

zwischen Berechnung und Messung hinsichtlich Dehnungsverfestigung. Durch 

Kombination mit isotropen Verfestigungsmodellen können die Werkstoffmodelle die 

von der Dehnungsschwingbreite abhängigen zyklischen Verfestigungen und 

Entfestigungen sehr gut nachbilden. 

 

Bei Vorliegen von mehrachsigem Ratchetting überschätzt das Armstrong-Frederick-

Modell die Ratchettingdehnung für alle untersuchten Fälle hinsichtlich Temperatur und 

Schwingbreite, während das Ohno-Wang-Modell akzeptable Ergebnisse liefert: Das 

mehrachsige Ratchetting mit einer hohen primären Spannung wird durch das Ohno-

Wang-Modell gut nachgebildet. Bei niedriger oder stark wechselnder primärer 

Spannung wird die Ratchettingdehnung in der Anfangsphase, also in den ersten 
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Zyklen, jedoch überschätzt. Diese Abweichung zwischen Berechnung und 

experimenteller Beobachtung ist auf den Unterschied zwischen einachsigem und 

mehrachsigem Ratchetting zurückzuführen. Die mittels einachsigen 

Ratchettingversuchen bestimmten Werkstoffparameter können das mehrachsige 

Ratchetting nicht unbedingt beschreiben. 

 

Effekte aus nichtproportionaler Belastung mit zusätzlicher Verfestigung bei zyklischer 

nichtproportionaler mehrachsiger Beanspruchung können grundsätzlich durch das 

Krämer-Krolop-Modell simuliert werden. Die Größe der zusätzlichen Verfestigung 

hängt auch von der Nichtproportionalität der zyklischen Beanspruchung ab, also von 

der Form des Lastpfads.  

 

Aus den bisherigen Ergebnissen lassen sich folgende weiter führende Arbeiten 

ableiten: Die Simulation der Ratchettingdehnung bei niedriger oder stark wechselnder 

primärer Spannung mit dem Ohno-Wang-Modell bedarf noch weiterer Verbesserung, 

um die bis dato berechneten Abweichungen zu verringern. Die Abweichungen liegen 

zwar auf der sicheren Seite, hinsichtlich eines optimalen Betriebs ist es jedoch 

wünschenswert diese Abweichung zu reduzieren. 

 

Die Abhängigkeit der zusätzlichen Verfestigungseffekte bei nichtproportionaler 

Belastung könnte durch Ermittlung der Parameter quantitativ bestimmt werden und 

somit eine weitere Verbesserung der Übereinstimmung zwischen Experiment und 

numerischer Simulation bringen. 
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Abstract 
 

Components in power plants are subjected under cyclic loading, which can yield in-

elastic deformation. When the materials are loaded under uniaxial cyclic loading with 

mean-stress or under multiaxial combined constant (primary) and cyclic loading (sec-

ondary), a progressive plastic deformation can gradually accumulate. This progressive 

plastic deformation, so-called ratchetting, is related to low cycle fatigue, in which high 

loading amplitudes are existent, therefore plays an important role in service safety of 

power plant facilities. 

 

For the accurate determination on life-time of highly loaded components in the frame 

of strength and fatigue analyses, material models, which are able to describe complex 

inelastic deformation processes under cyclic loading, should be applied. A material 

model, also called constitutive model, represents the mathematical relationship be-

tween stress and strain tensors, and thereby describes the nonlinear time dependent 

cyclic material behaviour in multiaxial stress-state. The objective of this work is to de-

velop and verify a material model, in order to numerically simulate the cyclic inelastic 

material behaviour of the austenitic steel X6CrNiNb18-10 and the ferritic steel 

20MnMoNi5-5, especially the ratchetting effect. 

 

The tensorial kinematic hardening variable, so-called back-stress, is used to describe 

the direction dependent hardening (strain-hardening). In this work, different nonlinear 

kinematic hardening models are investigated, that include the Armstrong-Frederick-

model as fundamental nonlinear kinematic hardening model, the Ohno-Wang-model, 

which is particular suitable to simulate the ratchetting deformation, and the Krämer-

Krolop-model for taking into account the nonproportional effect under multiaxial non-

proportional cyclic loading. By applying four back-stress variables in the material mod-

el, the cyclic strain hardening in a large strain-range can be accurately described. 

 

The direction independent hardening and softening, so-called cyclic hardening and 

softening, is included in the material model by means of scalar isotropic hardening var-

iable. In the frame of this work, different isotropic hardening models are developed and 

investigated. By using these models, various mechanisms, such as cyclic hardening 
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with and without saturation, cyclic softening, or combined cyclic hardening and soften-

ing, can be represented. 

 

In addition, the evolution equation for so-called strain-memory-effect is implemented in 

the viscoplastic Chaboche model, in order to take into account the memory-effect ob-

served in experiment. 

 

The extended viscoplastic Chaboche model is implemented in different versions as 

subroutine UMAT of commercial finite element program ABAQUS and can be used for 

the simulation of real components. Regarding formulation of the kinematic hardening 

variable, the different versions are denoted as Armstrong-Frederick-model, Ohno-

Wang-model and Krämer-Krolop-model subsequently. 

 

To determine the parameters of the material models with the numerical optimization 

program MINUIT, uniaxial tests in conventional bench-scale are performed at first. In 

parallel, the material model in uniaxial formulation is integrated in the optimization pro-

gram. By comparing measured and calculated results of the selected materials, the 

parameters are optimized, until the minimal deviations between measurement and cal-

culation are reached. 

 

For the verification of the material model under different alternating loading conditions, 

a comprehensive test program with the selected materials is implemented. This in-

cludes axial tensile tests, axial strain-controlled cyclic tension-compression tests and 

axial stress-controlled stepwise tension-compression tests with mean-stress at differ-

ent test temperatures. With the determined parameters, very good and partially even 

complete agreements between the performed uniaxial cyclic tests and numerical simu-

lations are achieved. 

 

For the further verification of the material models, component tests with straight pipe 

section are performed at room temperature and 300 °C. The test program incorporates 

multiaxial cyclic torsion tests with and without axial ratchetting deformation as well as 

tests, in which the torsional loading and the axial tension-compression loading are re-

spectively in-phase and out-of-phase cyclic applied. 
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The following conclusions can be drawn based on the component tests and corre-

sponding numerical simulations with the extended Chaboche models: 

 

For the simulation of strain hardening, both the Armstrong-Frederick-model and the 

Ohno-Wang-model show good agreements between calculation and measurement. 

Via the combination with isotropic hardening models, the material models can very 

well simulate the strain-range dependent cyclic hardening and softening. 

 

With the existence of multiaxial ratchetting, the Armstrong-Frederick-model overesti-

mates the ratchetting strain in all researched cases with respect to temperature and 

loading range, while the Ohno-Wang-model provides acceptable results: The multiaxi-

al ratchetting with a high primary stress is accurately simulated by using the Ohno-

Wang-model. However, under low or pronounced alternating primary stress, the ratch-

etting strain is overestimated in the beginning phase, the first several cycles. This de-

viation between simulation and experimental observation results from the difference 

between uniaxial and multiaxial ratchetting behaviour. The material parameters identi-

fied by using uniaxial ratchetting tests cannot absolutely describe the multiaxial ratch-

etting behaviour. 

 

Effects of nonproportional loading with additional hardening under cyclic nonpropor-

tional multiaxial loading can be in principle simulated by using the Krämer-Krolop-

model. The magnitude of the additional hardening is dependent upon the non-

proportionality of the cyclic loading, for instance the form of load path. 

 

Based on current results, following further works are anticipated: The simulation of 

ratchetting strain under low or pronounced alternating primary stress with the Ohno-

Wang-model can be further improved, in order to reduce the current deviation. Alt-

hough the deviations are on the safe side, concerning an optimal operation, it is pref-

erable to reduce this deviation. 

 

The dependence of the additional hardening under nonproportional loading can be 

quantitatively determined by means of parameter identification, and thus provide a fur-

ther improvement on the agreement between experiment and numerical simulation. 
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Abbreviation and notations: 
 

Abbreviation: 

 

AFC Armstrong-Frederick-Chaboche 

FEA Finite element analysis 

FEM Finite element method 

KTA Kerntechnischer Ausschuss (nuclear technologie committee) 

LCF Low cycle fatigue 

LK Linear kinematic hardening approach 

NLK Nonlinear kinematic hardening approach 

RT Room temperature 

 

General notations: 

 

A   Scale value 

A   Vector 

A   Tensor 

A&   Time derivative  

 

Notations: 

 

e   - Mathematical constant 

ε   - Total strain tensor 

e
ε   - Elastic strain tensor 

.engε  - Engineering strain 

eqε∆   - Equivalent strain range 

eqε&   1/s Equivalent strain rate 

,
in

ε  - Inelastic strain tensor 

trueε   - True strain 

p
ε  - Viscoplastic strain tensor 
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p
ε&  1/s Tensor of viscoplastic strain-rate 

E   MPa Elasticity tensor 

f   - Viscoplastic flow rule 

1Φ   J/m3/s Intrinsic dissipation 

2Φ   J/m2/s  Thermal dissipation 

)(2 σJ   MPa Second invariant of stress tensor 

)(3 σJ   MPa Third invariant of stress tensor 

)(FH   - Heaviside step function 

Ι    - Unit tensor 

k    MPa Initial size of elastic domain 

p   - Accumulated viscoplastic plastic strain 

p&   1/s Accumulated viscoplastic plastic strain-rate 

q    J/m2/s Heat flux 

r    MPa Isotropic hardening variable (microscopic) 

R   MPa Isotropic hardening variable (macroscopic) 

s    J/K Entropy 

σ   MPa Stress tensor 

'σ   MPa Deviatoric stress 

.engσ  MPa Engineering stress 

.mσ   MPa Mean stress 

.trueσ  MPa True stress 

visσ   MPa Viscous stress or over stress 

T   °C Temperature 

ρ   t/mm3 Mass density 

X   MPa Kinematic hardening variable (macroscopic) or back-stress 

'X   MPa Deviatoric back-stress 

pΩ   J  Dissipation potential 

rΩ   J  Recovery potential 

Ψ   J  Free energy potential  
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Z   - Material parameter in dissipation potential and viscous stress 

n    - Material parameter in dissipation potential and viscous stress 

c , ic   - Material parameter in kinematic hardening approach 

iγ  
31

γ  
32

γ  - Material parameters in kinematic hardening approach 

3
β   - Material parameter in kinematic hardening approach 

LX   MPa Material parameter in kinematic hardening approach 

ih   - Material parameter in Ohno-Wang approach  

im   - Material parameter in Ohno-Wang approach 

M   - Number of back-stress used in kinematic hardening approach 

i
k   MPa Unified kinematic hardening variable 

i
X  

*
p  - Function used in Krämer-Krolop approach 

''c  '''c   - Material parameters in Krämer-Krolop approach 

ϕ   - Function in Krämer-Krolop approach 

κ   - Function in Krämer-Krolop approach 

n    - Normal of equipotential surface 

a , b , c   - Material parameter in isotropic hardening approach 

Q   MPa Material parameter in isotropic hardening approach 

sq   - Internal variable for strain-memory-effect 

1q , 
2q   - Material parameters in isotropic hardening approach 

ξ    - Internal variable for strain memory effect 

η   - Material parameter for strain memory effect 

∗
n   - Normal of strain memory surface 

µ   - Material parameter for strain memory effect 

0
Q , 

max
Q   MPa Material parameter for strain memory effect 
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1 Introduction and objectives 

1.1 General introduction 

Many equipments and components in power plants are exposed to coupled mecha-

nical and thermal loading in service, which lead to inelastic deformations in material at 

highly stressed regions. Besides the change of plastification under single load, the su-

perposition of cyclic load components can also lead to a progressive deformation. This 

progress of deformation due to the change of plastification under cyclic loading, which 

is so-called ratchetting, cannot be excluded in service. Such kind of stressing and as-

sociated material damage can influence the low-cycle-fatigue (LCF) behaviour of cor-

responding components. The interest of this work especially focuses on the material 

behaviour of pipe components, which is mainly subjected to torsion and axial load. 

 

For the service safety design of the components in nuclear engineering equipments, 

the safety standards from the nuclear technology committee (KTA) [1] are applied in 

Germany. Besides the service safety, additional concept of basic safety was devel-

oped [2][3], so that catastrophic failure of nuclear equipments can be excluded. The 

cyclic loading is limited based on the 3Sm- criterion in KTA 3201.2 for steels, in which a 

different way of calculation is specified depending on the type and magnitude of load-

ing. If the amplitude of equivalent stress exceeds the material dependent value 3Sm, 

the inelastic fatigue analysis with the actual material behaviour should be implement-

ed. Nevertheless the progressive deformation (ratchetting) cannot be described by this 

criterion. 

 

To predict the service life of high-stressed components more precisely, such kind of 

material model, which can describe the complex inelastic deformation process under 

cyclic loading, must be applied in the frame of structural and fatigue analyses. Such 

model builds up a mathematical interrelation between stress and strain (constitutive 

equations) and describes the nonlinear, rate-dependent and temperature-dependent 

material behaviour in multiaxial stress-state.  

 

To describe inelastic material behaviour, many material laws have been developed, 

which are available in literatures [4]-[8]. The material laws are called phenomenologi-

cal material models, if the state of material can be determined by observable values 
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such as stress, strain, temperature and a set of internal variables. In classic plasticity 

theory the scalar and tensorial internal variables are introduced to describe the iso-

tropic and kinematic hardening, which allow the modelling of inelastic material behav-

iour under cyclic loading. Based on the flow surfaces, the material models can be dis-

tinguished into one-surface-model, two-surface-model and multi-surface-model. 

 

The approach of a phenomenological material model is especially efficient with the 

cooperation of the finite-element-method (FEM). With the help of FEM, the stress-state 

of a component with a complex geometry can be computed. Nevertheless the ad-

vanced inelastic material models are not sophisticated in present commercial FEM 

programs. Therefore the demanded phenomenological material models should be 

programmed by user himself. With equilibrium and compatibility conditions the material 

laws build up a coupled initial value problem and boundary value problem, which must 

be related to time-integration. Based on the coupled nonlinear differential equation 

system, the stability problems of the numerical integration cannot be excluded, so that 

only the effective and robust integration algorithms are considered [9]. The material 

laws, which are implemented by using effective and robust integration algorithms, to-

gether with the FEM function as a software package, by which the stress-state of a 

component can be evaluated. 

 

1.2 Objectives 

As described above, the numerical method should be applied to study the service 

safety of components subjected to cyclic plastification in nuclear power plants. There-

fore a material model must be employed, so that the cyclic behaviour of involved mate-

rials can be correctly described.  

 

In the frame of this work, two metallic materials, which are widely applied in German 

boiling-water-reactors and pressurized-water-reactors, were studied. A material model 

was selected and improved for performing FE analysis. Since this type of power plants 

is designed for a temperature range, which is less than 400oC, the viscous effect at 

high temperature must be considered. Thus a time-dependent material model was 

considered. 
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In summary, the material model should fulfil the following requirements: 

 

• Describing time-dependent viscoplastic material behaviour. 

• Describing kinematic hardening behaviour. 

• Describing cyclic hardening and cyclic softening behaviour. 

• Describing uniaxial and multiaxial ratchetting deformation. 

• Describing effect under multiaxial nonproportional cyclic loading. 

 

The Armstrong-Frederick-Chaboche model (AFC model) was developed by ONERA 

[10], which provides the possibility to fulfil above-mentioned requirements. The AFC 

model was derived and improved by Chaboche, Armstrong and Frederick, and served 

as a basic principle for material characterization. In addition, to take into account the 

time-dependent effects, a viscoplastic material model was developed by Chaboche [11] 

[12] based on the AFC model, which is so-called viscoplastic Chaboche model. In the 

frame of this work, the viscoplastic Chaboche model is extended by applying different 

evolution equations for kinematic hardening and isotropic hardening/softening, so that 

the cyclic inelastic behaviour of involved materials can be correctly described. Since 

currently this material model is not available in commercial FE program ABAQUS, an 

ABAQUS user subroutine UMAT should be applied, in which the material laws can be 

implemented. 

 

The viscoplastic material model contains a series of material parameters. Before the 

application of the material model for complex multiaxial stress-state, these parameters 

must be determined, so that the material model can be identified. The material param-

eters characterize the corresponding material behaviour and can be determined by 

means of implementing adequate uniaxial tensile tests, cyclic uniaxial tension-

compression tests and multiple-step-tests. Since most of these parameters don’t relate 

to the classical material characteristic values, the parameter fitting process is very 

complicated and time-consuming. Thus a proper optimization program should be ap-

plied, so that the parameters can be reliably and efficiently determined. 

 

After the identification of the parameters for the material model, numerical analyses 

can be carried out for inelastic fatigue tests of components in multiaxial stress-state.  

By comparing the experimental results of the component tests and calculation results 
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of numerical analyses, it can be verified whether the material model describes cyclic 

material behaviour correctly. 
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2 Introduction of viscoplasticity and ratchetting 
 

The theory of viscoplasticity describes the inelastic deformation depending on time. 

For metals and alloys, viscoplasticity can be presented by mechanisms regarding the 

movement of dislocations in grain with superposed effects of intercrystalline gliding 

[13]. Experiments show that most metals exhibit viscoplastic behaviour at high tem-

peratures, and some alloys show this behaviour even at room temperature. 

 

The methods for formulating the constitutive laws of viscoplasticity can be classified 

into physical and phenomenological approaches [14]. The physical approach models 

mechanisms in microscopic point of view. It describes the plastification by means of 

the movement of dislocations in the crystal lattice [15]. The phenomenological ap-

proach considers the material as a continuum. Thereby the microscopic physical phe-

nomena can be represented by means of macroscopic internal variables. In the frame 

of this work, the phenomenological approach was applied to set up the constitutive 

model. 

 

Based on the classic theories of plasticity [16][17], the hydrostatic stress-state does 

not influence the inelastic deformation, and the inelastic strain only depends on the 

deviatoric stress. This statement should also be accepted for the modelling of visco-

plasticity. Additionally, the theory of plasticity introduces yield surface, by which the 

elastic and plastic domains are distinguished. The size and position of yield surface 

can be changed with the variation of load history to describe the proper stress-state. 

For viscoplasticity, yield surface is replaced by using equipotential surfaces, which al-

low an overstress beyond yield surface. 

 

The inelastic strain-rate is described by using viscoplastic flow rule. To study the hard-

ening behaviour, several internal variables should be introduced. The model should 

comprise a tensorial internal variable to describe the kinematic hardening and a scalar 

internal variable, by which the isotropic hardening can be modelled. The evolution 

equations of these internal variables define the completely hardening behaviour of the 

materials. 
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2.1 Preconditions of the viscoplastic material models 

For the mathematical description of viscoplastic material behaviour, following conven-

tions and assumptions should be satisfied. 

 

1. The real material is considered as a continuum despite it may contain some inclu-

sions, dislocations, flaws and pores. 

 

2. In initial situation, the material is isotropic and should not undertake any preload, 

e.g. residual stress. The originally isotropic state can only be changed by inelastic de-

formation. 

 

3. Damage processes, for instance the formation of cracks, are not considered in this 

work. 

 

2.2 Basic Principles 

Based on the small strain hypothesis, the total strain can be divided into an elastic part 

and an inelastic part. That is: 

  ,
ine

εεε +=  (2.1) 

in which ε  is total strain, 
e

ε is elastic strain, and 
in

ε  is inelastic strain. In the frame of 

this work, only viscoplastic strain is considered as irreversible strain. Hence the hy-

pothesis of strain partitioning can be rewritten to: 

  ,
pe

εεε +=  (2.2) 

in which 
p

ε  is viscoplastic strain. 

 

For a field with stress distribution ( ){ }xijσσ =  and external volume forces if , the follow-

ing equilibrium condition is hold in Cartesian coordinates: 

  { }.3,2,1,,0 ∈=+
∂

∂
jif

x
i

j

ijσ
 (2.3) 
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By using the moment of momentum equation, the stress tensor can be proved to be 

symmetric. In case of infinitesimal deformation, the strain tensor ε  can be obtained 

from the components of the gradient of displacement u  in Cartesian coordinate sys-

tem: 

  .
2

1













∂

∂
+

∂

∂
=

j

i

i

j

ij
x

u

x

u
ε  (2.4) 

For elastic part, the relation between the stress and strain tensor can be obtained ac-

cording to Hooke’s law:  

  ,
e

E εσ ⋅=  (2.5) 

where 
e

ε  and σ  are second-order tensors, and E  presents the fourth-order elasticity 

tensor. 

 

2.3 Definition of thermodynamic variables 

Viscoplasticity can be schematically described by using a series of equipotential sur-

faces, as shown in figure 2.1. 

 

Figure 2.1: Illustration of equipotential flow surfaces. 
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The position of the centre and the radius of the equipotential surfaces together deter-

mine the stress-state of material. For the surface closest to the centre, 0=Ω , flow rate 

is zero, whereas on the surface farthest from the centre, ∞=Ω , flow rate is infinite. 

Both of these two surfaces correspond to the time-independent plasticity. The domain 

of viscoplasticity locates between these two surfaces. The higher is the flow rate, the 

larger the equipotential surface will be. For stress-state inside the inner surface, 0=Ω , 

the material behaviour is purely elastic. The elastic domain can be expressed by 

0<Ω . 

 

In thermodynamics, a free energy potential can be specified as a scalar function, 

which is concave with respect to temperature and convex with respect to other state 

variables (thermodynamic variables): 

  ),,,,,( kpe
VT εεεΨ=Ψ  (2.6) 

in which kV  denotes the internal variables, which can be scalar or tensorial variables.  

 
In viscoplasticity, the free energy potential depends only on the elastic strain, tempera-
ture, and the internal variables kV . Therefore it gives: 

  ).,,( ke VTεΨ=Ψ  (2.7) 

The thermodynamic variables, stress and entropy, are the associated variables re-

garding eε  and T  respectively: 

  ,














∂

Ψ∂
=

eε
ρσ  (2.8) 

  ,
T

s
∂

Ψ∂
−=   (2.9) 

in which s  represents entropy and ρ  is mass density.  

 
The hardening in viscoplasticity can be classified into two types: kinematic hardening 

and isotropic hardening. Kinematic hardening describes the translation of the equipo-

tential surface in the stress space without changes of size and shape. Isotropic hard-

ening is based on the assumption that the centre and the shape of the equipotential 
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surface are fixed, while the surface can expand isotropically. Kinematic hardening can 

be described by using a tensorial variable α , and isotropic hardening is described by 

a scalar variable r .  

 

From a physical point of view, the kinematic hardening variable results from the dislo-

cation pileups at barriers and increases as the number of dislocations in the pileup 

increases [18], and it gives the occurrence of Bauschinger effect. The isotropic hard-

ening variable is associated with the number of dislocation and the stored energy. It is 

continuously increased or decreased unless a recovery takes place, whereas the kin-

ematic hardening α  variable does not have a continuous evolution during cyclic load-

ing. Corresponding to the hardening variables, some thermodynamic variables can be 

introduced by a macroscopic way to describe the current state of microstructure.  

 

The free energy in equation (2.7) can be decoupled to an elastic part and a visco-

plastic part: 

  ),,,(),( TmrT kpee αε Ψ+Ψ=Ψ , (2.10) 

and the thermodynamic forces with regard to hardening variables α  and r  are: 

  














∂

Ψ∂
=

α
ρX , and 









∂

Ψ∂
=

r
R ρ . (2.11) 

These two thermodynamic variables, which are so-called kinematic hardening and iso-

tropic hardening variables respectively, depict the centre of the current equipotential 

surface and the size of its domain, as illustrated in figure 3.1. The additional thermo-

dynamic variables can be expressed by: 

  








∂

Ψ∂
=

k

k
m

M ρ . (2.12) 

By decoupling between intrinsic dissipation and thermal dissipation, the Clausius-
Duhem inequality can be reduced to:  

  0::1 ≥−−−=Φ kkp
mMrRX &&&& αεσ , (2.13) 
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  02 ≥









−=Φ gradT

T

q
, (2.14) 

where 
1Φ  represents the intrinsic dissipation, and 

2Φ  represents the thermal dissipa-

tion. In equation (2.14), q  is a vector, which denotes the heat flux. 

 

2.4 Introduction of dissipation potential 

The yield surface and loading-unloading criterion in time-independent plasticity is re-

placed by a series of equipotential surfaces in viscoplasticity. In stress space, each of 

these equipotential surfaces contains the points, which have the same magnitude of 

strain-rate. This can also be understood that all points on an equipotential surface 

have the same dissipation. The surface of zero potential corresponds to the elastic 

domain, which can be referred to figure 2.1. 

 

The dissipation potential must be a convex function with regard to each of the varia-

bles σ , X , R, 
kM . It can be expressed in a dual form based on the concept of equi-

potential surface: 

  ( )
kk mrTMRX ,,,;,,, ασΩ=Ω , (2.15) 

In addition the dissipation potential must be positive defined. When the magnitudes of 

σ , X , R , kM  equal zero, the dissipation potential should also be zero.  

 

Based on the normality rule, the following expression can be obtained: 

  
σ

ε
∂

Ω∂
=

p
& ,  

X∂

Ω∂
−=α& ,  

R
r

∂

Ω∂
−=& ,  

k

k
M

m
∂

Ω∂
−=& . (2.16) 

Consequently the intrinsic dissipation can be modified to: 

  0::1 ≥
∂

Ω∂
+

∂

Ω∂
+

∂

Ω∂
+

∂

Ω∂
=Φ

k

k
M

M
R

R
X

X
σ

σ . (2.17) 

For viscoplasticity, which contains recovery effects, the dissipation potential can be 

decomposed to two parts: 
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  rp Ω+Ω=Ω , (2.18) 

  ),,,;,,,)((
2 kkpp mrTMRXkRXJ ασ −−−Ω=Ω , (2.19) 

  ),,,;,,( kkrr mrTMRX αΩ=Ω . (2.20) 

in which pΩ  denotes the viscoplastic potential; rΩ denotes the recovery potential. 

)(
2

XJ −σ  represents a norm in stress space. Based on von Mises criterion it gives: 

  )''(:)''(
2

3
)(2 XXXJ −−=− σσσ , (2.21) 

in which 'σ  and 'X  are the deviators of σ  and X . 

 

According to the normality rule, the viscoplastic flow rule gives:  

  
)(

''

2

3)(

)( 2

2

2 XJ

X
p

XJ

XJp −

−
=

∂

−

−∂

Ω∂
=

σ

σ

σ

σ

σ
ε && , (2.22) 

where p  is so-called accumulated strain, which gives: 

  
pp

p εε &&& :
3

2
= . (2.23) 

Additionally, the expression of internal variable r  can be obtained likewise: 

  
R

pr r

∂

Ω∂
−= && . (2.24) 

When recovery effects are neglectable, 0=Ω r , the internal variable r  is equal to the 

accumulated plastic strain p . 

 

2.5 Perfect viscoplasticity 

In the case of perfect viscoplasticity, there is no hardening effect, therefore the internal 

variables are absent. The dissipation potential in perfect viscoplasticity can be defined 

as: 
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  );( TσΩ=Ω . (2.25) 

Based on the assumption of plastic incompressibility and the independence between 

the yield state and hydrostatic stress, it is sufficient to use the deviatoric stress tensor: 

   ΙΙ−= ):(
3

1
' σσσ . (2.26) 

In addition, according to the isotropic criteria, the invariants of the deviatoric stress 

tensor 'σ  can be used, so that: 

  ( )TJJ );(),(
32

σσΩ=Ω , (2.27) 

  with ( ) ':'
2

3
2

σσσ =J , and ( ) ( )3
3

3
'

2

9
σσ TrJ = . 

In general, the third invariant can be neglected, so that the von Mises criterion based 

viscoplastic potential can be obtained: 

  ( )TJ );(
2

σΩ=Ω , (2.28) 

Using normality rule, the flow rule of the viscoplasticity can be defined: 
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22 σ
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=& . (2.29) 

A definition of the dissipation potential function is supplied by Odqvist’s law [19] for 

perfect viscoplasticity, in which elastic part is not considered and the elastic domain is 

diminished to origin point. In this definition, the dissipation potential function is ex-

pressed by a power function: 
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, (2.30) 

where *λ  and *
N  are material constants. Consequently the flow rule gives: 
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Due to the absence of hardening and the elastic domain, the perfect viscoplasticity 

based on the Odqvist’s law is simple to be modelled in numerical calculations. 

 

The Odqvist’s law can also be generalized to incorporate the elastic domain. By intro-

ducing the initial size of elastic domain k , the dissipation potential can be modified to: 

  

1

*

2

*

*
*

)(

1
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+
=Ω

N
kJ

N λ

σλ
, (2.32) 

  with )(: FHFF ⋅=  and 
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where )(FH  is so-called Heaviside step function and the  indicates the loading-

unloading criterion. Finally, the viscoplastic strain-rate gives: 
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2.6 Viscoplasticity with kinematic and isotropic hardening 

To improve the viscoplastic material model, internal variables of describing kinematic 

hardening and isotropic hardening should be introduced simultaneously. The applica-

tion of kinematic hardening variable is helpful to describe the yield curve and hystere-

sis loop more accurately, while the employment of isotropic hardening variable pro-

vides the possibility to simulate cyclic hardening or softening effect. 

 

Kinematic hardening and isotropic hardening are introduced in free energy by using 

internal variables α  and r  and their thermodynamic forces. In the absence of recov-

ery processes, they give:  

  














∂

Ψ∂
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α
ρX  and 
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pr
R ρρ . (2.34) 

Consequently the dissipation potential can be expressed by: 
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  ( )pTRX ,,;,, ασΩ=Ω . (2.35) 

 

Keeping α  and p  in the expression of dissipation potential, the free energy and the 

dissipation potential can be written in general forms: 

  ( )phce ++Ψ=Ψ ααρρ :
3

1
, (2.36) 
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c
kRXJ αγ

γ
σ  (2.37) 

in which k , c , γ  are parameters depending on temperature. k  corresponds to the 

initial size of elastic domain.  

 

Based on equation (2.34) and (2.36), the thermodynamic variables can be deduced to: 

  αcX
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= , and ( ) 
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phR ρ' . (2.38)  

By using normality rule, the following evolution equations can be obtained: 
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Inserting equation (2.41) into equation (2.38), it gives: 

  pXcX
p

&&& γε −=
3

2
. (2.42) 

The isotropic hardening can be formulated in a simplest form:  

  pRQbR && )( −= , (2.43) 
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in which b , Q  are two material parameters, which may depend on the temperature. 

Based on this viscoplastic model with the superposition of kinematic hardening and 

isotropic hardening, a so-called unified viscoplastic model was developed by 

Chaboche. In the frame of this work, the unified Chaboche model was extended and 

optimized in order to study the multiaxial ratchetting behaviour and the effect of non-

proportional loading. 

 

2.7  Introduction of ratchetting phenomenon 

Generally speaking, ratchetting phenomenon can be classified into mechanical ratch-

etting and thermal ratchetting. Mechanical ratchetting is evoked when components are 

subjected to a sustained extensional load acting over the full cross section or thick-

ness in combination with a strain controlled cyclic load, which yields plastification. 

Thermal ratchetting can be detected, if a sustained extensional load is acting over the 

full cross section or thickness of components in combination with a temperature distri-

bution, which is alternately applied and removed. Ratchetting causes cyclic straining, 

which produces a cyclic incremental growth of plastification of the structure and can 

ultimately lead to incremental collapse [20]. 

 

This research work was focused on mechanical ratchetting in components, which re-

sults from a superposition of constant load and strain controlled cyclic load simultane-

ously. The constant stress caused by sustained constant load, or mean-stress in uni-

axial stress state, can be understood as primary stress, e.g. an internal pressure of a 

pipe or a constant longitudinal tension, while the cyclic stress induced by the cyclic 

load can be understood as secondary stress. The concept of primary and secondary 

stresses is commonly applied in literatures on ratchetting. They should be differentiat-

ed from the stress definitions in KTA. If the superposition of primary and secondary 

stresses is locally bounded, e.g. at notches or a locally heated position, local ratchet-

ting can arise. 

 

Subjected to the primary and secondary stresses, an irreversible inelastic deformation 

is induced and accumulated in the direction of load which yields primary stress. The 

corresponding inelastic strain is defined as ratchetting strain. The occurrence of ratch-

etting may cause unpredictable large straining and yield earlier failure of components, 
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therefore the ratchetting should be limited in service procedure of mechanical compo-

nents. 

 

With the increase of load cycles, the accumulation procedure of ratchetting strain can 

be distinguished into the following two stages: 

 
Transient ratchetting: As shown in figure 2.2, transient ratchetting arises at the begin-

ning of cyclic loading. During the start-up stage, the transient ratchetting increases 

rapidly. With the increase of load cycles, the gradient of transient ratchetting decreas-

es gradually. 

Figure 2.2: Schematic illustration of transient and asymptotic ratchetting. 

 

Asymptotic ratchetting: A procedure corresponds to a stabilized state of ratchetting 

strain increase, which arises after the stage of transient ratchetting. Based on different 

behaviour, asymptotic ratchetting can be classified into continuous ratchetting and 

saturated ratchetting. The continuous ratchetting is defined as a linear increase of 

ratchetting strain with a certain gradient. If the ratchetting strain reaches a stable state 

and the increase terminates after a certain number of cycles, this phenomenon is de-

fined as saturated ratchetting or plastic shakedown [53].  

 

2.7.1 Uniaxial ratchetting 

Mechanical ratchetting arises not only under multiaxial loading but also under cyclic 

uniaxial loading. For uniaxial ratchetting, a tension-compression stress-controlled test 
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with a mean-stress should be considered. In uniaxial stress-state, the mean-stress is 

considered as primary load, while the cyclic stress is considered as secondary one. If 

the stress-range of the secondary load is greater than twice of the yield limit, the plas-

tification and hardening occur during both loading and unloading processes. The pro-

cedure of ratchetting can be illustrated by using figure 2.3. 

Figure 2.3: Schematic illustration of ratchetting under uniaxial, stress-controlled load-

ing with mean-stress [54]. 
 

As shown in figure 2.3, starting from an initial undeformed state, material is elastically 

loaded till yield limit k. After the yield limit is exceeded, the plastification and hardening 

occur. The hardening proceeds by following the characteristic hardening curve until 

the reverse point of loading direction, which corresponds to a maximum stress σmax. 

Subsequently, unloading procedure begins. After material passes the elastic range of 

2k, it starts to yield and harden in compression. Due to the influence of the cyclic 

hardening behaviour of the material, the progress of the plastic flow shows a steeper 

gradient than that in loading procedure. After reaching the minimum stress σmin, the 

load direction changes; while a new loading procedure starts. The material first passes 

the elastic range of 2k, and then it proceeds with yielding and hardening again. After 

reaching the maximum stress σmax, an increment of inelastic strain, δεp, is attained. 

This inelastic strain is not reversible and will accumulate gradually with the increase of 

loading cycles. The amount of the inelastic strain depends on mean-stress, stress-

amplitude, as well as kinematic hardening and isotropic hardening/softening behaviour 

of material. 
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Under uniaxial loading with nonzero mean-stress and nonzero inelastic strain-range, 

there exists always transient ratchetting. Saturated ratchetting takes place eventually 

after transient ratchetting. If mean-stress increases under a constant kept stress-

range, transient ratchetting increases too. In addition, saturated ratchetting may be 

replaced by continuous ratchetting, and the gradient of continuous ratchetting is also 

influenced by mean-stress. Likewise, if mean-stress is kept as constant, the increase 

of stress-range leads to not only an increase of corresponding strain-range but also an 

increase of ratchetting. Nevertheless it is difficult to find a clear correlation between the 

increase of ratchetting strain and inelastic strain-range from experimental results. 

 

2.7.2 Multiaxial ratchetting 

In multiaxial stress-state, ratchetting may arise too. If component is subjected to con-

stant loading in one direction and cyclic alternating loading in another direction, which 

yields plastification, ratchetting strain is evoked in the direction of constant stress. A 

typical example of multiaxial ratchetting can be explained by using a straight pipe 

component, which is loaded by a constant axial loading and strain-controlled cyclic 

torsion which yields cyclic plastification. In this case, the constant axial loading acts as 

the primary load, while the cyclic torsion acts as the secondary load. 

 

Multiaxial ratchetting shows approximately the same characteristics as uniaxial ratch-

etting. Namely, ratchetting starts from transient ratchetting and transforms to continu-

ous ratchetting or saturated ratchetting successively. Nevertheless it has been proved 

by many previous work and experiments that the magnitude of multiaxial ratchetting is 

obviously smaller than that of uniaxial ratchetting under comparable loading conditions 

[21]. 
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3 Constitutive model 
 

In classical plasticity, one of initial constitutive models can be traced back to Bingham 

model [22][23]. This model assumes that material starts to flow only if the applied forc-

es exceed yield limit. Before reaching yield limit the deformations are zero. Bingham 

model was improved to an elastic-plastic model by Prager [24][25]. In Hohenemer-

Prager model, it is assumed that, even below the yield limit, strain increases simulta-

neously with stress based on the Hooke’s law. After stress reaches yield limit the de-

formation of the material is dominated by a plastic constitutive model.  

 

Based on above mentioned material models, many progresses have been achieved in 

the development of constitutive equations to describe the viscoplasticity of metals un-

der cyclic loading in the last two decades. These constitutive models can be generally 

classified into two approaches depending on different material states [26]. 

 

Regarding the first approach, material behaviour can be described completely by cur-

rent material state, which only depends on current physically accessible variables, e.g. 

stress, strain, time, temperature, number of cycles, and internal variables, although the 

same material state can be attained by applying different loading paths. This approach 

was first applied for time-independent plasticity by using the concepts of yield surface, 

multiple layer [27], multiple yield surface [28], or two surfaces [29][30]. The time-

dependent effects was introduced by separating plastic and creep strains [31], incor-

porating the coupling effects in hardening rules [32], or applying a unified viscoplastic 

model [33]. 

 

The second approach assumes that the material state depends not only on current 

physically accessible values but also on the previous history of these values. The ap-

plication of this approach can be found in some literatures, for example [34]-[36]. An 

example of this approach is so-call strain-memory-effect, in which the previous 

reached maximum plastic strain affects the current material state. 

 

Among developed constitutive models, Armstrong-Frederick-Chaboche model (AFC-

model) was widely applied to describe the cyclic behaviour for time independent plas-

ticity [37]-[40]. This material model has numerous ramifications, which contain different 
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evolution equations for the description of kinematic and isotropic hardening. By ex-

tending the elastic-plastic AFC-model, a viscoplastic model was obtained by introduc-

ing the viscoplastic flow rule [41]. This is so-called viscoplastic Chaboche model, in 

which plastic strain and viscous strain are combined into a unique viscoplastic strain, 

so that there is no separation of strain-hardening (hardening due to deformation) and 

time-hardening (hardening due to time) in this model. Since viscoplastic strain incorpo-

rates both items simultaneously or successively, strain-rate does not exhibit any dis-

continuities under any kind of loading. By using viscoplastic strain, the description of 

the interaction between fatigue and creep is available. Based on the description 

above, the viscoplastic Chaboche model can be named as unified Chaboche model. In 

the frame of this work, the constitutive modelling is based on the unified viscoplastic 

model by superposing kinematic hardening, isotropic hardening evolution equations 

and strain-memory-effect. 

 

3.1 Flow condition 

As discussed in previous chapter, viscous effect can be introduced by using so-called 

equipotential surfaces [42]. A pure elastic domain in viscoplasticity still can be as-

sumed. The major difference from time-independent plasticity is that viscoplastic mod-

el assumes a viscous stress-state beyond the yield surface. By using the von Mises 

criterion and the normality rule, the flow condition is extended by introducing kinematic 

and isotropic hardening variables:  

  ( ) 0
2

>−−−= kRXJf σ , with ( ) ( ) ( )'':''
2

3
2

XXXJ −−=− σσσ , (3.1) 

where X  and R  are two internal variables. Kinematic hardening variable X , can also 

be named as back-stress. Isotropic hardening variable R  is a scalar variable. These 

two internal variables together give the position and the size of equipotential surface. 

The constant k  is a material parameter, which represents the initial size of elastic do-

main. 
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3.2 Flow rule 

After reaching yield limit, the increment of viscoplastic strain at current stress-state is 

perpendicular to the equipotential surface. This is so-called the normality rule. There-

fore the viscoplastic flow fulfils 0>f  and 0: >
∂

∂
σ

σ
&

f
.  

 

By using the concept of equipotential surfaces, the stress-state in excess of the elastic 

domain leads to a dissipation potential. In an extreme case, the elastic domain corre-

sponds to the surface of zero potential. The dissipation potential can be written as a 

power function [43]: 
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, (3.2) 

in which Z and n are material dependent parameters. 

 

Based on the normality rule, the viscoplastic flow rule can be obtained: 
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in which: 
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2

2 )(
& .  (3.4) 

Here p&  is so-called accumulated viscoplastic strain rate. It can be also expressed by 

the magnitude of the viscoplastic strain rate pε& : 

  
2

1

:
3

2








= ppp εε &&&  (3.5) 

Corresponding to viscoplastic potential, an over stress or viscous stress can be de-

fined: 

  ( ) kRXJvis −−−= σσ
2

. (3.6) 
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Inserting equation (3.6) into equation (3.4), the viscous stress can be written as the 

power function of the accumulated viscoplastic strain rate: 

  n

vis pZ
/1

&⋅=σ . (3.7) 

 

3.3 Kinematic hardening 

To describe direction-dependent hardening procedure, evolution equation of kinematic 

hardening is introduced. The first approach of kinematic hardening can be traced back 

to Prager [24]. Further developments were reported in [44]. Prager applied a linear 

approach to describe kinematic hardening. Therefore the approach is also named as 

the linear kinematic hardening approach (LK). The relationship between kinematic 

hardening variable and the viscoplastic strain-rate is expressed by: 

  
p

cX ε&&

3

2
= , (3.8) 

in which c  is a material parameter. 

 

3.3.1 Armstrong and Frederick approach 

 

The LK approach builds up a linear relationship between kinematic hardening and vis-

coplastic strain. It was applied in several constitutive theories [45]-[48]. However this 

approach is insufficient to describe ratchetting behaviour, since the kinematic harden-

ing variable and viscoplastic strain are always in-phase. The drawback of the LK ap-

proach can be eliminated by introducing a dynamic recovery by means of an additional 

nonlinear term, which is so-called recall term. This kind of nonlinear kinematic harden-

ing (NLK) approach was initially introduced by Armstrong and Frederick [49]: 

  pXcX
p

&&& γε −=
3

2
, (3.9) 

where c  and γ are material-dependent parameters. This formulation describes not on-

ly the dependence on viscoplastic strain increment but also the current displacement 

of the equipotential surface. It can be schematically illustrated in figure 3.1.  
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the NLK approach in deviatoric of the principal-stress space 

under multiaxial loading. 

It can be detected that the increment of kinematic hardening variable is composed of 

two parts. One is perpendicular to the equipotential surface, and the other corresponds 

to the recall term, which is parallel to the kinematic hardening variable X  and with re-

spect to the accumulated viscoplastic strain-rate p& . Consequently, equation (3.9) is 

able to describe the rapid change due to the plastic flow during cyclic loading. That 

means, that the transient hardening effects in each stress-strain loop is taken into ac-

count. This NLK approach was widely used before, e.g. in [50][51]. The advantages of 

this rule are: 

 

1. The explicit integrability under proportional loading. 

 

2. The nonlinearity of the stress-strain evolutions, the nonuniqueness of the relation 

between kinematic hardening variable and inelastic strain, and the corresponding 

modelling of Bauschinger effects. 

 

3. The description of ratchetting and mean-stress relaxation effects under non-

symmetrical cyclic loadings. 

 

3.3.2 Improvements of NLK approach by Chaboche 
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Nevertheless one of the main limitations by using Armstrong-Frederick approach is 

that the strain-range ∆ε, for which the kinematic hardening variable is applied, is lim-

ited. Corresponding to the increase of strain, the kinematic hardening calculated by 

Armstrong-Frederick approach presents saturation. The speed of the saturation de-

pends on the material parameters in equation (3.9). If the parameters are chosen to 

represent small strains correctly (e.g. ∆ε < 0.5%), the hardening effects of large strains 

(e.g. ∆ε >1.0%) can not be properly predicted.  

 

To improve the kinematic hardening approach for larger strain-range, more kinematic 

variables should be introduced, so that after the first kinematic hardening variable is 

saturated the hardening can be described by the other kinematic hardening variables. 

Therefore a generalization can be made to Armstrong-Frederick model, which decom-

poses the kinematic hardening variable into M components [52][53]:  

  ∑
=

=
M

i
i

XX
1

. (3.10) 

The Armstrong-Frederick kinematic hardening approach is applied in each component: 

  pXcX
iipii
&&& γε −=

3

2
. (3.11) 

Based on previous research from Krolop, Stegmeyer, and Scheffold [54][55][56], a 

further improvement of equation (3.10) and (3.11) can be obtained: 
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  pXcX
p

&&&
4444 3

2
γε −= , (3.15) 

  
4321

XXXXX +++= . (3.16) 

Here four kinematic hardening variables were applied by Krolop, Stegmeyer and 

Scheffold in their AFC model to study the cyclic plastic and ratchetting behaviour. In 

equation (3.14), the third kinematic hardening variable was modified based on the evo-

lution equation from Chaboche [57], in which a parameter, so-called threshold value 

LX , is introduced in the recall term. The parameter LX  plays the role of a limit for ac-

commodation. 31γ  and 32γ  are two material parameters with different values. That is, 

32γ  is much larger than 31γ . When )X(J
32  is less than LX , only linear term is activat-

ed. If )X(J
32  exceeds LX , the recall term contributes to kinematic hardening gradual-

ly. Namely, with the increase of plastic strain, the magnitude of the recovery contribut-

ed by the third kinematic hardening variable increases. Consequently, a more con-

servative and steady strain increase for ratchetting can be obtained by this modifica-

tion.  

 

In summary, the application of the threshold value in the recall term can decrease the 

hardening modulus for tensile curves, provide better shapes for the stress-strain hyste-

resis loops and predict modest ratchetting deformation for low mean-stress. In addi-

tion, it also presents better nonlinearity of ratchetting strain as a function of the mean-

stress.  

 

3.3.3 Ohno and Wang approaches 

 

It is known that the simulation of ratchetting behaviour is dominated by the modelling 

of kinematic hardening. As described in previous chapters, the Armstrong and Freder-

ick approach is initially widely used and improved by Chaboche etc.[21],[57]-[59]. Nev-

ertheless concerning the quantitative calculation of ratchetting deformation, these kin-

ematic hardening approaches are still far from accurate, since they lead to very large 

overestimates of ratchetting under both uniaxial and multiaxial stress-states 

[21][57][60]-[61]  
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To decrease the overestimate of the ratchetting deformation, Ohno and Wang devel-

oped two different kinematic hardening approaches [62]: 

  Approach I: pXknfHcX iiiipii
&&& :

2

3
)(

3

2
γε −= , (3.17) 
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h
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cX ii
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−= γε , (3.18) 

in which 
i

i

i

c
h

γ
=  and im  are material parameters. Ohno and Wang’s kinematic harden-

ing approaches are formulated in a hardening-dynamic recovery format, which is simi-

lar to Armstrong-Frederick approach.  

 

In micromechanical scale, the dynamic recovery of kinematic hardening concerns the 

cross slip of dislocation piled-up to obstacles [63]. In approach I, it is assumed that the 

dynamic recovery of kinematic hardening variable 
i

X  is fully activated only when the 

magnitude )(
2 i

XJ  reaches a critical value resulting from the energy required for cross 

slip. The critical state of dynamic recovery is represented by a surface: 

  0)(
22

2
=−= iii hXJf . (3.19)  

Using the Heaviside function H(f) in the dynamic recovery term, the NLK approach  

i
X  can be general written as: 

  
iiipii

XfHcX λε &&& )(
3

2
−= , (3.20) 

in which the dynamic recovery activates only if ( )
ii

hXJ =
2

. The unknown parameter iλ&  

is determined by using the condition 0=if& , which is actualized only if 0=if  and 

0: ≥
ip

kε& : 
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2

3
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in which 
i

k  denotes the direction of
i

X : 
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Inserting equation (3.21) into (3.20), the approach I, equation (3.17), is achieved. 

 

In approach I, the dynamic recovery is restrained inside the surface 0=if . Neverthe-

less it is partly allowed inside the surface 0=if  in the approach II. When the magni-

tude ( )
i

XJ
2

 approaches the critical value ih , the dynamic recovery takes place grad-

ually. When the kinematic hardening variable 
i

X  reaches the surface 0=if , complete 

dynamic recovery is activated. Based on above description, the approach II can be 

modified from the approach I by introducing the coefficient 
im

i

i

h

XJ













 )(2
instead of the 

critical value in the dynamic recovery term. 

 

Compared to the Armstrong-Frederick approach, equation (3.9), Krolop-Stegmeyer-

Scheffold model, equations (3.12)-(3.15), and some other NLK approaches [67][68], 

Ohno and Wang‘s approach I and approach II are able to predict less accumulation of 

ratchetting strain under both uniaxial and multiaxial loading. For instance, under uniax-

ial cyclic loading with any mean-stress, approach I gives closed stress-strain hystere-

sis loop, as shown in figure 3.2a. Namely, Approach I predicts no ratchetting strain 

under uniaxial loading, although ratchetting still can be induced by the viscosity of ma-

terials by means of viscous stress [21]. Approach II predicts ratchetting strain, which 

depends on the material parameter mi. In general, approach II predicts less ratchetting 

than Armstrong-Frederick approach, as shown in figure 3.2b [62] and figure 3.2c. In 

extreme cases, if mi is equal to zero, approach II is reduced to Armstrong-Frederick 

approach; If mi is infinite, approach II is reduced to approach I.  
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(a) Ohno-Wang approach I 

 

(b) Ohno–Wang approach II 

 
(c) Armstrong-Frederick approach 
 

Figure 3.2: Change of 
i

X  under cyclic loading, 
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Ohno-Wang approaches are also beneficial to take into account the multiaxial effect. 

In approach I and approach II, 
i

kn :
2

3
, is applied to build up the dynamic recovery 

term. Under multiaxial loading 1:
2

3
≤

i
kn , therefore 

i
kn :

2

3
 can be applied to 

diminish the dynamic recovery of the kinematic hardening variables and simulate less 

accumulation of multiaxial ratchetting strain [69]. 

 

Additionally, the same as Chaboche model and Krolop-Stegmeyer-Scheffold model, 

approach I and II from Ohno-Wang are characterized by the decomposition of the kin-

ematic hardening into components too. Hence it is necessary to study the number of 

components of the kinematic hardening variable M . Ohno and Wang performed their 

calculation by using M =4 and M =8, respectively.  In monotonic tensile, uniaxial cyclic 

loading and multiaxial cyclic loading calculations, the influence from M  is very slight 

[62]. Since approaches I and II are insensitive to the uniaxial and multiaxial behaviour, 

if the number of components of kinematic hardening variable M  is larger than four, it 

is sufficient to use four kinematic hardening variables in the constitutive model. This 

conclusion was also confirmed by the work of Krämer, Krolop, Scheffold and 

Stegmeyer [22][63][67].  

 

3.3.4 Krämer-Krolop approach for multiaxial nonproportional cyclic loading  

Nonproportional cyclic loading can be defined by a varying multiaxial cyclic loading 

procedure, in which the ratios between magnitudes of load components or loading di-

rections are changing during cyclic loading. Compared to the case of proportional 

loading, more significant hardening behaviour can be observed under nonproportional 

cyclic loading. In addition, hardening under nonproportional loading also depends on 

loading path and the history of loading path. These features of hardening behaviour 

under nonproportional loading have already been presented in some literatures 

[29][68]. In this chapter an approach for taking into account the nonproportional hard-

ening is discussed. It should be mentioned that the effect of nonproportional hardening 

is not related to the topic of ratchetting. However, since the simulation of this harden-

ing behaviour can be also realized by using the kinematic hardening variable, it is dis-

cussed also in this work. 
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For taking into account the effect of nonproportional hardening, an additional internal 

variable *p  was introduced in the following evolution equation by Krolop et al.[52]: 

  pcpcp &&& ϕκϕ sin'''sin''
* += , (3.23) 
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where ''c  and '''c  are two material parameters. Variable ϕ  describes the angel be-

tween viscoplastic strain and viscoplastic strain-rate, and variable κ  denotes a rela-

tionship between the normal of equipotential surface n  and accumulated viscoplastic 

strain. 

 

By using the internal variable *p , an additional hardening due to nonproportional cyclic 

loading can be incorporated through the amplification of the linear term or the reduc-

tion of the dynamic recovery term in Armstrong-Frederick model: 

  pXeccX
p

p
&&& γε −−+= −

))1('(
3

2 *

, (3.24) 

  pXecX
p

p
&&& ))1('(

3

2 *−−−−= γγε . (3.25) 

 

3.4 Isotropic hardening 

Cyclic hardening and softening behaviour can be simulated by using the isotropic 

hardening variable in the unified viscoplastic Chaboche model. The isotropic harden-

ing variable describes the extension and reduction of the size of elastic domain during 

the procedure of cyclic loading. 
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3.4.1 Cyclic saturated hardening 

Chaboche introduced the following evolution equation for isotropic hardening: 

  pRQbR && )( −= , (3.26)  

in which b  and Q  are material parameters. By using this first-order differential equa-

tion, the cyclic saturated hardening can be described. The parameter Q  is a constant, 

which corresponds to the saturation of isotropic hardening. Nevertheless in real simu-

lations, an isotropic hardening model, which is able to provide different saturation 

states for different loading conditions, is required. For instance, in a multiple step test, 

the strain-controlled cyclic loading is applied to specimen in a certain loading step. Af-

ter a certain number of cycles, the isotropic hardening reaches saturation. In the fol-

lowing loading step, strain-amplitude is increased. The raise of the strain-amplitude 

invokes a new start of the isotropic hardening, which reaches saturation again after a 

certain number of cycles. Therefore the parameter Q  should be defined as a function 

in regard to previous maximum reached inelastic strain in stead of a constant. The def-

inition of the function Q  can be carried out through strain-memory-effect, which will be 

discussed in chapter 3.4.4. 

 

3.4.2 Cyclic neutral behaviour and cyclic non-saturated hardening 

Based on the uniaxial tests of austenitic material X6 CrNiNb 18-10 with larger strain-

amplitudes, the cyclic hardening with continuous increase instead of saturation was 

detected. Nevertheless above introduced Chaboche’s evolution equation cannot de-

scribe this behaviour. Consequently equation (3.26) should be modified [68]: 

  ppqqaHqqHRQbR ss
&& ])()()([

21
−+−−= , (3.27) 
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where sq  denotes the radius of strain-memory-surface. 
1q  and 

2q  (
12 qq > ) are two 

material parameters, which represent the limits of sq . If 
1

qqs < , equation (3.27) pre-

dicts a cyclic neutral behaviour, in which cyclic hardening or softening is absent; If 
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2
qqs > , cyclic continuous hardening without saturation is presented; If sq  locates be-

tween 
1q  and 

2q , then equation (3.27) describes the same isotropic hardening behav-

iour as equation (3.26). The ratio between parameter a  and b , ba / , defines the gra-

dient of the asymptote of isotropic hardening variable as shown in figure 3.3. 

 

The curves in figure 3.3 describe the change of isotropic hardening variable R , corre-

sponding to equations (3.26) and (3.27), respectively. Under the same pre-condition 

sRQ =  (where 
sR  denotes a saturation of isotropic hardening variable R ) and 

2
qqs > , 

two evolution equations present different isotropic hardening behaviour,: According to 

equation (3.26), a cyclic hardening reaches saturation with a certain accumulated vis-

coplastic strain. Whereas based on equation (3.27), the isotropic hardening variable R  

may exceed the saturation value sR  and proceeds along an asymptote with gradient 

ba / . 

Figure 3.3: Comparison of two evolution equations for isotropic hardening. 

. 

3.4.3 Cyclic softening 

To describe cyclic softening behaviour for metallic materials, an evolution equation 

was developed for isotropic hardening in this work: 

  pRQbR && )( +−= , (3.28) 

which describes cyclic saturated softening behaviour, as shown in figure 3.4.  
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Furthermore, it was known that under certain loading conditions, the austenitic materi-

al X6 CrNiNb 18-10 and ferritic material 20 MnMoNi 5-5 present a combined harden-

ing-softening cyclic behaviour, which presents a strong cyclic hardening at the onset of 

cyclic loading and successive cyclic softening after a certain number of cycles. Obvi-

ously equation (3.28) is not sufficient to describe this combined hardening-softening 

behaviour. Consequently, a new evolution equation was developed in this work:  

 pqpHRQcbpqHRcQaR && )]())1(()()([ 11 −+−−−−= , (3.29) 

  with ( )
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≥
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00

01
:

Fif

Fif
FH  

A characteristic of this model, which differs from above isotropic hardening models, is 

that the accumulated viscoplastic plastic strain p , instead of the radius of strain-

memory-surface sq , is applied to judge the state of cyclic hardening and softening. 

Through this modification, many numerical problems in FEM calculations can be 

avoided. Furthermore, in this new isotropic hardening model, only one threshold value 

1q  is defined. If the accumulated viscoplastic strain p  is less than the threshold val-

ue
1q , cyclic hardening arises. The magnitude of the cyclic hardening is determined by 

the product of c  with Q . With the increase of loading cycles, the accumulated visco-

plastic strain p  increases simultaneously. If 
1qp > , the hardening terminates and the 

cyclic softening starts, as shown in figure 3.4. The magnitude of the cyclic softening 

depends on the value of Q . Additionally, if 
1q  is a positive infinity, the model describes 

a pure cyclic hardening; while if 
1q  equals zero, it describes a pure cyclic softening. 

The parameter a , b  and c define the shape of exponential cyclic hardening and sof-

tening curves. Parameters a  and b  determine the gradients of the exponential cyclic 

hardening and cyclic softening curves, respectively, while parameter c  gives the ratio 

of the saturation values between the cyclic hardening and successive cyclic softening. 

Based on above description, it can be found out that the new evolution equation is 

able to depict cyclic behaviour flexibly: It can be used to describe cyclic hardening, 

cyclic softening as well as combined hardening-softening cyclic behaviour. 
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of the isotropic softening model and the combined isotropic 

hardening-softening model. 

 

3.4.4 Strain-memory-effect 

It has been observed in multiple step cyclic loading tests for steels, that cyclic harden-

ing/softening behaviour is influenced by the prior history of inelastic strain-range 

[43][49]. Nevertheless this history-depended behaviour cannot be simulated by above 

mentioned kinematic or isotropic hardening models. Therefore, to take into account the 

history effects of cyclic hardening behaviour, several new internal variables should be 

introduced, so that the prior maximum viscoplastic strain-range can be memorized. 

This is so-called strain-memory-effect. The concept of it is to use a strain-memory-

surface in viscoplastic strain space, which is expressed by: 

  0)(
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qJF ξε , (3.30) 
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where ξ  and sq  are two new internal variables, which define the centre and the radius 

of the strain-memory-surface, respectively. As shown in figure 3.5, while ( )ξε −
p

J 2
3

2
 

increases beyond the strain-memory-surface; the strain-memory-surface extends ac-
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cordingly, so that the maximum inelastic strain is recorded by the variable sq . The 

plastic flow inside the strain-memory-surface does not change the strain-memory-

state.  

Figure 3.5: Schematic illustration of strain-memory-surface. 

 

The following two evolution equations are applied to define internal variables ξ  and 

sq : 

  pnnFHqs
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:)(η , (3.31)  
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)1( ηξ , (3.32) 

where coefficient η  is introduced by Ohno to induce a progressive strain-memory. n  

and ∗
n  are unit normals to the equipotential surface f and the strain-memory-surface 

F , respectively:  
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Finally, the connection between isotropic hardening and strain-memory-effect is built 

up by the variable Q  and the evolution equation of isotropic hardening. Since 
sq  cor-

responds to the maximum reached viscoplastic strain, Q  can be empirically defined by 

the following equations:  

  ( )
sqQQQ && −=

max
2µ , (3.35) 

  ( )0;)(
0

2

max0max
==−+=⇒ −

tQQeQQQQ sqµ . (3.36) 

in which µ  is a material parameter, and 
0

Q  and 
max

Q  are parameters, which denote 

the initial and maximum size of strain-memory-surface respectively. 

 

3.5 Implementation of the viscoplastic Chaboche model in FEM program 

ABAQUS 

The efficiency of numerical analysis for an inelastically loaded component depends 

mainly on two factors: On one hand, how far the material law can describe the macro-

scopic inelastic deformation behaviour of the material; on the other hand, whether this 

material law is available in a proper numerical method for structural analysis. 

 

So far the viscoplastic material laws, such as the viscoplastic Chaboche model, are 

not yet available in commercial FEM programs. Nevertheless the commercial FEM 

program ABAQUS provides an interface, by which user-defined subroutines can be 

integrated. The user subroutine UMAT in ABAQUS [72] is such an approach, in which 

self-defined material laws can be integrated. In the frame of this work, the viscoplastic 

constitutive model was programmed and implemented in UMAT. For the integration of 

constitutive equations, the Explicit-Euler-Method with sub-increment associated with a 

time-step-controlling was applied. 

 

Since the explicit integration method is only conditional stable, the global increment t∆  

specified in FE program is divided into sub-increments ε∆ , and integration is executed 

in individual sub-increment [9]. Furthermore based on the recommendation in [73], 

applying elasticity instead of the tangent module (initial rigidity method) also lead to 

good results. 
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Figure 3.6: Flow chart of a nonlinear FE analysis in ABAQUS [9]. 
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The procedure of the integration and the interaction between the user-defined subrou-

tine UMAT and FEM program ABAQUS are illustrated in figure 3.6. It can be obviously 

recognized that the user-defined subroutine UMAT locates within three loops. It is ac-

cessed at each integration point of a FE model for each equilibrium iteration in each 

time increment. At each call the constitutive equations are integrated. Namely, based 

on values such as )(tσ , )(tε ,  )(t

kV  and ε∆  at time t , which are handed over by the 

main program of UMAT, the )( tt ∆+σ , )( tt

kV
∆+  and )( tt

D
∆+  are calculated corresponding to 

time increment t∆ . The total required computational time depends on the computation 

of the equilibrium conditions as well as the integration of the constitutive equations. 
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4 Experimental investigation with uniaxial tests 
 

As test materials for the verification of the viscoplastic Chaboche model discussed in 

previous chapter, the austenitic material X6 CrNiNb 18-10 (material number 1.4550) 

and ferritic material 20 MnMoNi 5-5 (material number 1.6310) were selected, which 

are frequently applied as pipeline material in German boiling and pressurized water 

nuclear power plants. The austenitic material X6 CrNiNb 18-10, which contains 18% 

Cr, 10% Ni, is nonmagnetic and corrosion-resistant. The ferritic material 20 MnMoNi 5-

5 is a fine grained quenched and tempered alloy steel. The microstructures of the test 

material are illustrated in figure 4.1 and 4.2. 

 

Figure 4.1: Microstructure of austenitic material X6 CrNiNb 18-10 [89] . 

 

Figure 4.2: Microstructure of ferritic material 20 MnMoNi 5-5 [89] . 
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The chemical compositions of both materials are shown in table 4.1 and 4.2 respec-

tively. 

 

C Si Mn P S Cr Ni Mo V 

0.03 0.4 1.34 0.029 0.003 18.1 10.7 0.14 0.03 

Al Cu W Co Nb Sn Ti As  
0.03 0.07 0.02 0.06 0.32 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01  

Table 4.1: Chemical composition of austenitic material X6 CrNiNb 18-10. 

 

C Si Mn P S Cr Mo Ni Al 

0.21 0.20 1.41 0.006 0.001 0.10 0.496 0.69 0.012 

Co Cu Ti V W Pb Sn As Zr 

0.009 0.054 0.001 0.004 0.007 <0.001 0.005 0.006 <0.001 

Ce Sb Te Ta B Zn N Fe  

<0.002 <0.002 <0.001 <0.003 <0.003 <0.001 0.009 96.8  

Table 4.2: Chemical composition of ferritic material 20 MnMoNi 5-5. 

The mechanical characteristic values of the austenitic material X6 CrNiNb 18-10 and 

the ferritic material 20 MnMoNi 5-5 are illustrated in table 4.3 and 4.4 respectively. 

 

Temperature 
°C 

Rp0.2 

MPa 

Rp1.0 

MPa 

Rm 

MPa 

A3 

% 

Z 

% 

E 

MPa 

RT 228 277 673 64.8 78.5 192500 

RT 242 280 666 65.3 77.7 192500 

230 185 226 471 48.9 80.0 167200 

230 188 291 476 49.9 78.5 177500 

300 182 209 438 45.1 80.0 180400 

300 169 200 430 46.9 78.5 177100 

400 141 189 422 46.6 76.2 173000 

400 151 191 425 46.6 78.4 175000 

Table 4.3: Mechanical characteristic values of austenitic material X6 CrNiNb 18-10. 
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Temperature 

°C 

Rp0.2 

MPa 

Rp1.0 

MPa 

Rm 

MPa 

A3 

% 

Z 

% 

E 

MPa 

RT 500 541 746 32 63 210000 

RT 466 510 702 32 63 210000 

230 453 504 632 29 63 193000 

230 462 509 643 30 64 193000 

300 448 509 681 36 65 186400 

300 463 524 706 35 64 186400 

400 405 467 588 36 74.5 180000 

400 396 462 588 35.5 74.1 174000 

Table 4.4: Mechanical characteristic values of ferritic material 20 MnMoNi 5-5. 

Experimental tests were implemented at room temperature (RT) and 300°C, respec-

tively. The test temperature 300°C was applied corresponding to the service tempera-

ture of the German pressurized water reactor. Experiments by executing uniaxial 

monotonic tensile tests and uniaxial cyclic tension-compression tests, which are so-

called low cycle fatigue (LCF) tests, with small specimens served for the characteriza-

tion of typical material behaviour of the austenitic and ferritic materials. The small 

specimen is sketched in figure 4.3. For the austenitic material, the specimens were 

produced from forged round bars with 80mm in diameter. Whereas for the ferritic ma-

terial, the specimens were manufactured from rolled plates with approximately 680mm 

in length, 600mm in width and 24mm in thickness.  

 

 

Figure 4.3: Illustration of the small specimen for uniaxial tests. 

The results of the uniaxial tests are presented in following chapters 4.1 and 4.2. 
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As conventions, the stress and strain values shown in all figures in this chapter and 

chapter 5.6 are engineering stress and strain; and the strain-rate s/105 4−×=ε&  was 

applied as standard strain-rate in most uniaxial tests. This convention will not be re-

marked again in individual figures. If strain-rate is different from the standard strain-

rate, e.g. s/105 3−×=ε&  or s/105 5−×=ε&  was applied, they are remarked in corre-

sponding results figures. 

 

4.1 Uniaxial tests for the austenitic steel X6 CrNiNb 18-10 

To investigate the uniaxial tensile behaviour of the selected austenitic material, the 

monotonic tensile tests were performed. The engineering yield curves of the austenitic 

material at room temperature and 300oC are illustrated in figure 4.4. Both curves show 

stress values during the increase of strain from 0 to 6%. Strong nonlinear strain-

hardening can be detected in both yield curves. The yield curve at RT proceeds 

smoothly at the yielding stage and no obvious bending point can be observed. The 

deflections from linear elasticity can be detected within a stress-range of 130 MPa -

170 MPa, and the characteristic value Rp0.2 around 228 MPa to 242 MPa was meas-

ured. The change of temperature influences the yield point and hardening behaviour of 

the austenitic material, so that the yield curve at 300°C locates beneath the one at 

room temperature. The characteristic value Rp0.2 locates between 169 MPa and 172 at 

300°C. 
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Figure 4.4: Yield curves of the austenitic material at room temperature and 300oC. 
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If cyclic loading yields inelastic deformation in metallic materials, there exists a phase 

difference between cyclic stress and cyclic strain. The characteristic curve represent-

ing the relationship between cyclic stress and strain is so-called hysteresis loop. 

Moreover, typical characteristic cyclic behaviour of steels shows the cyclic harden-

ing/softening. For instance, if under strain-controlled cyclic loading, in which strain-

range is constantly kept in loading cycles, the corresponding stress-range increases 

during the increase of loading cycles, this behaviour is so-called cyclic hardening. 

Likewise, the contrary behaviour is named as cyclic softening. To characterize the ma-

terial behaviour under cyclic loading, uniaxial strain-controlled cyclic tension-

compression tests were performed by using different strain-rates. As already men-

tioned in this chapter, the standard strain-rate was specified to be s/105 4−×=ε&  in 

this work, which was applied in tensile tests and most of uniaxial cyclic tests. To study 

the time effect of the selected materials, uniaxial cyclic tests by using strain-rates 

s/105 3−×=ε&  and s/105 5−×=ε&  were implemented too.  

Figure 4.5: Hysteresis loops of the austenitic material at room temperature. 
 

Figure 4.5 depicts the hysteresis loops corresponding to the first 10 cycles for the aus-

tenitic material at room temperature, in which strain-range and strain-rate were speci-

fied to be %0.2=ε∆  and s/105 4−×=ε& , respectively. In successive loading cycles, 

the hysteresis loops show similar shapes. Nevertheless they show gradually increased 
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cyclic hardening. That is, during the increase of loading cycles, corresponding stress-

range increases. 
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Figure 4.6: Stress-amplitude against number of cycles in different strain-ranges for the 

austenitic material at room temperature. 

Figure 4.6 illustrates the test results based on four uniaxial strain-controlled cyclic 

tests, which were implemented by using the standard strain-rate s/105 4−×  and differ-

ent strain-ranges, 1.0%, 1.5%, 2.0% and 3.0%, respectively. The cyclic harden-

ing/softening curves, which depict stress-amplitudes with respect to the number of 

loading cycles, are illustrated in the figure. The common feature of these curves is that 

they all show significant incipient cyclic hardening at the beginning of loading cycles. 

After the start-up stage, the curves with different strain-ranges show different cyclic 

hardening/softening behaviour: The smallest strain-range 1.0% leads to minor cyclic 

softening after the first 20 cycles; Strain-range 1.5% induces a neutral behaviour after 

incipient significant cyclic hardening. Namely, after the start-up stage, the amplitude of 

stress reaches a saturation and keeps constant in the following cycles; strain-range 

2.0 yields a cyclic hardening until a saturation is reached after above 400 cycles; The 

cyclic hardening curve with strain-range of 3.0% proceeds with an continuous linear 

increase after the incipient cyclic hardening till a failure occurred after around 200 cy-

cles. Furthermore, based on this test, it can be observed that the magnitude of incipi-
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ent cyclic hardening is also dependent on strain-range: That is, a larger strain-range 

evokes larger incipient cyclic hardening. 

 

Figure 4.7 shows the uniaxial ratchetting test for the austenitic material at room tem-

perature. Uniaxial stress controlled cyclic tension-compression loading was applied in 

the test. The test was performed in three steps sequentially. Each step contains 300 

load cycles. The applied stress range 500 MPa was constantly kept in all three steps, 

while the axial mean-stress 
mσ  was stepwise increased. In the first step the mean-

stress was zero, so that the test was fully reversed performed; in the second step the 

mean-stress 20 MPa was applied; in the third step the mean-stress was increased to 

40 MPa. The applied strain rate was equivalent to the standard strain rate s/105 4−× .  

 

Figure 4.7: Uniaxial ratchetting test for the austenitic material at room temperature. 

The curves in the figure 4.7 present the maximum and minimum strains with respect to 

load cycles. In the first step, since there was no mean-stress applied, the curves pro-

ceed without any deflection. After 300 cycles the second step began, due to the in-

volvement of mean-stress, the curves started to deflect to the tension direction, in 

which the mean-stress was applied. The deflection of the maximal and minimal strain 

curves presented the accumulation of uniaxial ratchetting. Therefore they are so-called 

uniaxial ratchetting curves. In the third step, due to the increase of mean-stress, the 

deflection was much larger than that in the second step. In both steps, where uniaxial 
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ratchetting arises, the ratchetting strains increased very fast at the beginning. As intro-

duced in chapter 2.7, this phenomenon is so-called transient ratchetting. After a cer-

tain number of cycles, the speed of ratchetting slowed down. This phenomenon was 

so-called asymptotic ratchetting. In the second step, asymptotic ratchetting tended to 

reach a saturation after 300 cycles, which is so-called shake-down, whereas in the 

third step, due to the large mean-stress, asymptotic ratchetting kept increasing linearly 

after 300 cycles, which is so-called continuous ratchetting. As shown in the figure, the 

magnitude of transient ratchetting and the gradient of asymptotic ratchetting are both 

influenced by the applied mean-stress, which is so-called primary stress regarding the 

topic of uniaxial ratchetting.  

 

The experimental results of uniaxial cyclic tests for the austenitic material at 300°C are 

illustrated in figures 4.8 and 4.9. Figure 4.8 illustrates a uniaxial strain-controlled cyclic 

test, which was performed by using strain-range 2.0% and the standard strain-rate. 

Several hysteresis loops regarding cycle 1, 2, 10, 50 and 200 are sketched in the fig-

ure. Cyclic hardening can also be detected from the increase of the stress-range dur-

ing the increase of loading cycles.  

Figure 4.8: Hysteresis loops of the austenitic material at 300°C. 
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Cyclic hardening/softening curves regarding different strain-ranges are illustrated in 

figure 4.9. Corresponding uniaxial cyclic tests were performed by using the standard 

strain-rate and strain-ranges 1.0%, 1.5% and 2.0%, respectively. It is found that, com-

pared to those at room temperature, the cyclic curves at 300°C show more significant 

dependence on strain-range: Strain-range 1.0% yields cyclic softening in succession 

of the incipient cyclic hardening; The curve corresponding strain-range 1.5% presents 

similar cyclic behaviour as that at room temperature, where a saturation is reached 

after the first 20 cycles; The cyclic hardening curve regarding strain-range 2.0% pre-

sents continuous cyclic hardening with a linear increase after incipient cyclic hardening  

in first 20 cycles.  

 

Figure 4.9: Stress-amplitude against number of cycles in different strain-ranges for the 

austenitic material at 300°C. 

 
The uniaxial ratchetting test for the austenitic material at 300°C is shown in figure 4.10. 

Uniaxial stress controlled cyclic tension-compression loading was applied in the test. 

The test was performed also in three steps sequentially. Each step contains 500 load 

cycles. The applied stress range 340 MPa was constantly kept in all three steps, while 

the axial mean-stress mσ  was stepwise increased. In the first step the mean-stress 
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was zero; in the second step the mean-stress 20 MPa was applied; in the third step 

the mean-stress was increased to 40 MPa. The applied strain rate was equivalent to 

the standard strain rate s/105 4−× .  

 

Figure 4.10: Uniaxial ratchetting test for the austenitic material at 300°C. 

The maximum and minimum strains with respect to load cycles are illustrated in figure 

4.10. In the first step, the curves proceeded almost constantly. After 500 cycles, mean-

stress 20 MPa was applied, so that the uniaxial ratchetting could be clearly observed. 

That is, transient ratchetting was followed by asymptotic ratchetting with a shake-

down. In the third step, due to the increase of mean-stress, larger transient ratchetting 

was evoked. Furthermore due to the larger mean-stress in the third step,  the gradient 

of asymptotic ratchetting was also larger than that in the second step.  

 

4.2 Uniaxial tests for the ferritic steel 20 MnMoNi 5-5 

The uniaxial tensile test was also performed for the ferritic material 20 MnMoNi 5-5. 

Engineering yield curves at room temperature and 300°C are illustrated in figure 4.11, 

where the relationship between stress and strain from 0 to 6% is presented. Compared 

to the austenitic material X6 CrNiNb 18-10, the ferritic material 20 MnMoNi 5-5 pos-

sesses larger elastic moduli at room temperature and 300°C. Nonlinearity of strain 
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hardening at both temperatures can be observed. Nevertheless differing from the aus-

tenitic material, the ferritic material shows clear bends at yielding stage, especially at 

room temperature. Additionally, temperature difference doesn’t influence the yield lim-

its so much like in the austenitic materials, so that the deflection between both yield 

curves is not as large as that of the austenitic material. 
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Figure 4.11: Yield curves of the ferritic material at room temperature and 300oC. 

The hysteresis loops of the ferritic material at room temperature and 300°C are illus-

trated in figures 4.12 and 4.13, respectively. At each temperature, a uniaxial strain-

controlled cyclic test was performed with strain-range 2.0% and the standard strain-

rate. 

 

As shown in figure 4.12, after initial hardening in the first cycle, hysteresis loops pre-

sent similar shapes in cycle 20 and cycle 250. The cyclic behaviour shows in the be-

ginning cyclic hardening and successively cyclic softening, which can be indicated by 

the expansion and diminishing of stress-range. The hysteresis loops regarding cycle 1, 

20 and 300 at 300°C are sketched in figure 4.13. The strain-hardening in different hys-

teresis loops present similar shape. From cycle 1 to cycle 20, cyclic hardening can be 

observed, while from cycle 20 to cycle 300, slight cyclic softening can be detected. 
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Figure 4.12: Hysteresis loops of the ferritic material at room temperature. 
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Figure 4.13: Hysteresis loops of the ferritic material at 300°C. 

To investigate the cyclic behaviour of the ferritic material, a series of uniaxial cyclic 

tests with different strain-ranges were carried out at room temperature and 300°C, re-
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spectively. The corresponding cyclic hardening/softening curves are shown in figures 

4.14 and 4.15.  

 

Figure 4.14 illustrates the testing results of three uniaxial strain-controlled cyclic tests, 

which were performed with strain-rates %0.1=ε∆ , %0.2=ε∆  and %0.4=ε∆  and the 

standard strain-rate at room temperature. The stress-amplitudes are plotted with re-

spect to the number of cycles. All three cyclic curves show combined hardening-

softening behaviour: That is, incipient cyclic hardening in the beginning and cyclic sof-

tening in succession. Furthermore, the larger strain-ranges evoke larger magnitudes of 

cyclic hardening and cyclic softening.  
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Figure 4.14: Stress-amplitude against number of cycles in different strain-ranges for 

the ferritic material at room temperature. 

Figure 4.15 depicts experimental results of three uniaxial strain-controlled cyclic tests, 

which were tested at 300°C. The strain-ranges were specified to %0.1=ε∆ , 

%0.2=ε∆  and %0.3=ε∆ , respectively, and the standard strain-rate s/105 4−×=ε&  

was applied. By comparing with results in figure 4.14, it is found that the higher tem-

perature tends to reduce the cyclic softening behaviour: In small strain-range 

%0.1=ε∆ , only cyclic hardening and successive saturation are presented. In larger 
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strain-ranges %0.2=ε∆  and %0.3=ε∆ , only slight softening appear after the incipient 

cyclic hardening stage. 
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Figure 4.15: Stress-amplitude against number of cycles in different strain-ranges for 

the ferritic material at 300°C. 

The uniaxial ratchetting test for the ferritic material at room temperature is shown in 

figure 4.16. Uniaxial stress controlled cyclic tension-compression loading was applied 

in the test. The test was performed in two steps sequentially. The first step contains 

200 cycles, while in the second step, the incipient crack was detected on the specimen 

after 75 cycles. The applied stress range 920 MPa was constantly kept in both steps, 

In the first step, the specimen was fully reversed loaded, while in the second step, a 

mean-stress 100 MPa was applied. The applied strain rate was equivalent to the 

standard strain rate s/105 4−× . The maximum and minimum strains with respect to 

load cycles are shown in the figure. In the first step, the curves proceeded constantly 

due to the fully reversed loading. After 200 cycles, uniaxial ratchetting was invoked 

and rapidly increased. It can been seen in the figure, due to the large mean-stress, not 

only significant transient ratchetting can be observed in the beginning of the second 

step, but also the asymptotic ratchetting presents a large gradient, so that specimen 

cracked after only 75 cycles in the second step. 
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Figure 4.16: Uniaxial ratchetting test for the ferritic material at room temperature. 
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5 Parameter identification 
 

As discussed in chapter 4, the viscoplastic Chaboche model contains a series of mate-

rial parameters. For the application of the material model in finite element analysis 

(FEA), the parameters must be identified in advance. In this work, the identification of 

the material parameters (parameter-fitting) was realized by comparing uniaxial testing 

results with calculation results by using an effective optimization program, which not 

only implements the computation of the material model, but also optimizes the param-

eters. Since more than twenty parameters are to be determined for the viscoplastic 

Chaboche model and most of them do not represent material characteristic values in 

real sense, the procedure of parameter-fitting is very complex. 

 

5.1 General introduction of optimization method 

In general, parameter-fitting can be accomplished in two ways. One is so-called simul-

taneous parameter-fitting, while the other is so-called successive parameter-fitting. By 

using successive parameter-fitting, the parameters are determined stepwise and cal-

culated by using their particularly sensitive experiments. For instance, the kinematic 

hardening variables can be extracted from uniaxial cyclic tension-compression tests. 

Literature [74] introduces a so-called Trial-and-Error method for the successive pa-

rameter-fitting. By using this method, the parameters are manually varied until a pref-

erably better consistency with experimental results is achieved. 

 

In simultaneous parameter-fitting, the following three tasks should be accomplished:  

 

• Calculation of model prediction, 

• Calculation of quality-rank for the consistency with experiments, 

• Optimization of the quality-rank. 

 

The material models are usually formulated as nonlinear differential equation systems, 

which cannot be solved analytically. However they are always solvable by using nu-

merical integration for corresponding load type.  
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If the model prediction is computed in dependence of the parameters, the consistency 

between the computations and experiments should be check. Thereby the selected 

comparison-values, e.g. stress and strain, should be compared with experimental 

measurements. The comparison can be realized either by graphic visualization or by 

defining and computing a so-called quality-rank. The selection of the comparison-

values strongly depends on the experimental data, the type of the material models as 

well as the applied optimization algorithm. Finally, the quality-rank of the consistency is 

to be improved iteratively until a predefined consistency quality is reached. 

 

Beside above mentioned two methods, there are other optimization methods intro-

duced in literatures [75][76]. Especially in [77][78], two novel optimization methods are 

introduced based on Darwin principles mutation and simulations of hierarchical neuron 

networks, respectively. 

 

5.2 Choosing adequate optimization method 

The identification of parameters requires adequate optimization methods, which pro-

vide estimations for the searched parameters, so that the test results can be described 

as exactly as possible. The optimization methods should possess the following charac-

teristics [79][80]: 

 

1. Consistency 

When the number of the measuring points N  trends to infinite, the estimation Nθ
)

 of the 

searched parameter θ  trends to the true value 0θ . 

 

2. Unbiasedness 

The optimization method is unbiased, if 0)θθΕ(θ)θΕ( 0Ν0Ν
=−=−

))
 for any N. E  de-

notes an operator for the expected value. 

 

3. Efficiency 

 

The smaller the error of estimation is, the larger the probability will be, that the estima-

tion locates close to the true parameter value 
0

θ  (asymptotic limit). 
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4. Robustness 

An optimization method is identified as a robust method, if the estimation of the pa-

rameters is insensitive with regard to the small deflection concerning both the data-

base and the model.  

 

5. Minimum costs 

The optimization method should be simple to program and require short computing 

time. Considering the economical reasons, this point is often fulfilled in complex prob-

lems.  

 

In general an optimization method should be formulated in such a way, which is as 

fast, safe and economical as possible. As well known estimation methods, Moment-

Method, Maximum-Likelihood-Method, and Least-Error-Square-Method are widely ap-

plied. All of these methods are consistent. The obtained estimations Nθ
)

 are normal 

distributed and unbiased at the asymptotic limit around the true value 0θ . If linear 

models are used for the description of the measured results, the obtained estimations 

are unbiased regarding any N . For linear model, the Least-Error-Square-Method has 

the smallest variance (Gauß-Markov-Theorem). For nonlinear models the Maximum-

Likelihood-Method is more efficient than the Moment-Method and the Least-Error-

Square-Method. Particularly it has the highest efficiency at the asymptotic limit. The 

detailed discussion is included in [81]. 

 

In summary, the Least-Error-Square-Method is preferable for linear models, and the 

Maximum-Likelihood Method is suitable to nonlinear models. If the measured values 

are normal-distributed around their estimated value, both methods are equivalent [82]. 

 
The assumption of the normal-distribution of measured values iY  around their esti-

mated value with a standard deflection iw  is implicitly described in the following. The 

scalar residue function gives: 

  ( )[ ] ( )[ ]θθ ,,
1

1 1

2

jjij

N

i

N

j

ii xfYVxfYQ −−= −

= =

∑∑ , (5.1) 
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in which iY  are measured values, f  is the response of the model with regard to the 

parameter set θ  and the independent values ix . ijV denotes the covariance matrix. To 

obtain optimal parameter set, the residue function should be minimum. Based on the 

precondition that all iY  are independent, ijV  is assumed as a diagonal matrix, conse-

quently equation (5.1) can be simplified to: 

  
( )

2

1

2 ,
∑

=







 −
=

N

i i

ii

w

xfY
Q

θ
, (5.2) 

which provides a starting point for simultaneous parameter identifications. 

 

5.3 Applied optimization method 

For the parameter identification of the Viscoplastic Chaboche model the CERN-

software package MINUIT [83] was applied. Two minimization methods in MINUIT are 

mainly applied, which are simplex method and gradient method.  

 

5.3.1 Simplex method 

Simplex method from Nelder and Mead [84] is one of the most successful stepping 

methods in dealing with multiple variables. A simplex is a generalization of the notion 

of a triangle or tetrahedron to arbitrary dimension. Specifically, an n-simplex is an n-

dimensional polytope which is the convex hull of its n+1 vertices. It is a triangle in two 

dimensions, a tetrahedron in three, etc [85]. 

 

To illustrate how the method works, a two-dimensional case is visualized in figure 5.1 

[83]. P1, P2 and P3 are three initial simplex points, which are chosen randomly. F(P1), 

F(P2) and F(P3) are the function values at these simplex points, respectively. It is sup-

posed that P1=Pmin corresponds to the point, which has the lowest function value, and 

P3=Pmax corresponds to the point, which has the highest function value.  P* is the 

mass centre of all points except Pmax, which is calculated by: 

   







−= ∑

+

=

∗
1

1

max

1 n

i

i PP
n

P . (5.3) 

The first simplex step is performed by replacing Pmax by a point which has better func-

tion value. For this object, the first attempt is executed by reflecting Pmax with respect 
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to P*, so that a new point can be obtained: P’=P*+(P*- Pmax). If F(P’)<F(Pmin), a new 

attempt should be start and a new point is produced at P’’=P*+2(P*- Pmax). If 

F(P’)>F(Pmax), a new point is produced at P’’’=P*-1/2(P*- Pmax). The new point together 

with points P1 and P2 are used for the next step of simplex. If there is no point better 

than Pmax, a complete new simplex should be restarted around Pmin, with dimensions 

reduced by a factor of 0.5. 

 

P3=Pmax 

P1=Pmin 

P2 

P* 

P’’’ 

P’’ 

P’ 

x1 

x2 

 

Figure 5.1: Illustration of Simplex method in a two-dimensional case. 

 

5.3.2 Gradient method 

 
The gradient method is based on a modified Newton-Method. Supposing a quadratic 

function:  

  ( ) ( ) ( )
0000

22

2

1
)( θθθθθθθ −−+−+= GgQQ

TT , (5.4) 

in which g  denotes gradient,  

  

0

2
2

θθ
θ
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∂

∂
=∇=

i

Q
Qg , (5.5) 

and G  is the second derivative matrix: 
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Since the function is quadratic, G  is constant. 0θ  represents initial parameter set. 

 

The extremum of the function is determined by: 

  ( ) 00

2

=−+=
∂

∂
Gg

Q
θθ

θ
. (5.7) 

Supposing G  is positive defined (sufficient condition of the minimum), the minimum of 

the function is derived from equation (5.7): 

  .,
12

00min

−
=∇−=−= GVwithQVgV θθθ  (5.8) 

Since quadratic functions only exist in seldom cases, this gradient method must be 

generalized. MINUIT also applies another method, which belongs to a so-called Varia-

ble-Metric-Method [86] and performs in the following steps [54]: 

 

The gradient 
0

g  should be calculated at the initial parameter set 0θ . In addition, ten-

sors 
0

V  and 
0

G  should be estimated from V  and G . As initial value, the unit matrix or 

the diagonal covariant matrix, which is formed from the parameter scattering, can be 

used for 
0

V . 

 

By using equation (5.8), the improved parameter set 1θ  is calculated. It is known from 

step 1, that 
1θ  is not calculated with the exact covariant matrix, therefore in the new 

calculation, 
0

V  should be iteratively improved by multiplying a scalar factor α , until 

function ( )
000

2 gVQ αθ −  reaches minimum. Additionally, the gradient 
1

g  should be cal-

culated at 
1θ . 

 

The matrix V  is iteratively improved by 

  ),,,,(
1010001

ggVfVV θθ+= . (5.9) 
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Subsequently, 
0

g , 
0θ  and 

0
V  are replaced by 

1
g , 

1θ  and 
1

V , respectively. Step 2 and 

step 3 are repeated as often as possible until a predefined convergence criterion is 

fulfilled. f  is defined by different functions in literatures, which are based on the char-

acteristics of different models. 

 

5.4 Implementation of the viscoplastic Chaboche model in MINUIT 

To identify the material parameters using the optimization program package MINUIT, a 

subroutine is required, where the import of test data, the computation of numerical 

model, as well as the output of calculation results can be implemented. An original 

subroutine in MINUIT should be extended by user to fulfill above requirements. The 

uniaxial constitutive equations of the viscoplastic Chaboche model should be defined 

and numerically integrated in it. This subroutine should be very generally constructed, 

so that tensile tests, uniaxial strain-controlled cyclic tests (not only for single step tests 

but also for multiple step tests), uniaxial stress-controlled cyclic tests with mean-stress, 

as well as if necessary creep tests can be adopted for parameter-fitting. 

 

The flowchart of the optimization procedure is illustrated in figure 5.2. First of all, re-

quired test data and the starting values of parameter set should be prepared for the 

optimization program. For automatizing this procedure, an external program was writ-

ten and applied to search required test data, which include strain, stress and corre-

sponding time at certain sampling points, and export the found test data as well as the 

starting values of the parameter set in a standard format into a so-called MINUIT input 

file. The MINUIT input file can be directly accessed by the main optimization program 

in MINUIT. 

 

The experiments were executed either displacement-controlled or load-controlled. The 

measured values are engineering stresses and engineering strains. Nevertheless for 

parameter-fitting in MINUIT, the true stress and strain were applied to perform numeri-

cal integrations of the constitutive model. Therefore before the optimization procedure 

starts, the test data are converted to true stresses and true strains, so that the calcu-

lated values can be directly compared to the test data in the optimization program. Af-

ter the optimization procedure completed, the stress and strain values are converted 

back to engineering stress and engineering strain just like the results presented by the 
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figures in this chapter. Based on the incompressible material hypothesis, the meas-

ured engineering stress and engineering strain can be converted by using following 

formulas to corresponding true values: 

  ( )
.

1ln engtrue εε += , (5.10) 

  ( ) trueeengengengtrue

εσεσσ
...

1 =+= . (5.11) 

 

 
 

Figure 5.2: Flowchart of the parameter identification process. 

In numerical integrations, the stresses and strains are calculated at each discrete time 

point corresponding to input data. The error-squares between calculated stresses and 
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measured stresses (in displacement-controlled tests) or between calculated strains 

and measured strains (in load-controlled tests) are summed up for all sampling points. 

For the calculation of the summation of error-square, a series of weighting factors can 

be defined and applied for each test. The weighting factors are selected in such a way, 

that each individual test contributes approximately the same portion in calculating the 

sum of error-square, so that each individual test has the same influence in identifying 

the parameter set. 

 

If the sum of error-square fulfils a predefined convergence criterion, the optimization 

procedure is terminated and the parameter set is output for the FEA of components. 

Otherwise the calculated summation of error-square is submitted to the main program 

of MINUIT, which improves the parameter set by using previously described optimiza-

tion methods. Subsequently, the updated parameter set is returned back to start an 

integration procedure of constitutive model as shown in figure 5.2. This procedure is 

repeated until the convergence criterion is fulfilled and an optimized parameter set is 

obtained, or the predefined maximum number of function-calls is reached. 

5.5 Selection of the experimental data for parameter identification 

The selection of experimental data strongly depends on the selected material model 

and the effects simulated by the numerical model. For instance, concerning a visco-

plastic material model to describe creep behaviour, the strain-controlled cyclic tests, 

creep and tensile tests with different strain-rates should be applied, so that the param-

eters which present creep effects and time-dependent material behaviour can be relia-

bly determined. 

 

Regarding the austenitic material X6 CrNiNb 18-10and the ferritic material 20 MnMoNi 

5-5, both of them present little difference of hardening behaviour with different strain-

rates at room temperature. Nevertheless both materials show evident time-dependent 

behaviour at 300°C. Therefore in parameter-fitting, the strain-range and strain-rate of 

the selected uniaxial tests should be consistent to the corresponding equivalent values 

in component tests.  
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For the description of strain-hardening, cyclic hardening/softening and ratchetting be-

haviour of the selected materials, the following tests should be performed for parame-

ter-fitting at room temperature and 300°C: 

 

• Monotonic tensile tests. 

• Uniaxial strain-controlled cyclic tests. 

• Uniaxial stress-controlled multiple step cyclic tests with mean-stresses. 

 
In tensile test, the material behaviour was rendered under monotonic increased load-

ing. The monotonic tensile behaviour is the basis of numerical computation for the ma-

terial model, in which the strain hardening behaviour of material is represented. By 

using strain-controlled cyclic test, the cyclic material behaviour can be determined. For 

instance the cyclic yield curve can be determined by such tests. During this kind of 

test, the specimen was cyclically loaded between the two predefined strain limits until 

the stress-amplitude reaches saturated state. If the stress-amplitude doesn’t show 

saturation during cyclic loading, the cyclic curves should be adopted until the increase 

or decrease of stress-amplitude reaches a constant tangent. To determine uniaxial 

ratchetting behaviour, uniaxial stress-controlled cyclic tests with increasing mean-

stresses were performed. The stress-range was specified larger than twice of the yield 

limit, k2>σ∆ , so that the plastic flow occurs not only under tension but also under 

compression. The mean-stresses were increased stepwise, so that the influence of 

mean-stress on ratchetting deformation could be studied. 
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5.6 Comparison between experiments and model predictions 

5.6.1 Comparison for the austenitic material at room temperature 

The fitted parameters by using uniaxial tests and MINUIT program for the austenitic 

material at room temperature are listed in table 5.1. These parameters correspond to 

the viscoplastic Chaboche model incorporating Ohno-Wang approach II (equation 

3.18) for kinematic hardening, cyclic softening approach (equation 3.29) for isotropic 

hardening variable, and strain-memory-effect. 

E ν Z n k mi c1 γ1 

192500 0.3 100.0 10.0 135 8 35581.8 833.3 

c2 γ2 c3 γ3 c4 γ4 a b 

8300.2 270.3 1753.3 114.9 1300.0 15.8 50.0 1.9 

c q1 η µ Qmax Q0   

3.7 0.304 0.2 400 10.1 0.1   

Table 5.1: Fitted parameters of the viscoplastic Chaboche model including Ohno-

Wang approach II for the austenitic material at room temperature. 
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of measured and calculated uniaxial tensile curves for the 

austenitic material at room temperature. 
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In the following, the comparisons between the experiments and numerical calculations 

by using above mentioned viscoplastic Chaboche model will be presented. Figure 5.3 

shows the comparison between calculated and experimental uniaxial tensile curves of 

the austenitic material at room temperature. Since there are four back-stresses applied 

in the kinematic hardening model, very good agreement is obtained between the ex-

perimental measurements and model prediction in a wide load range till 5.0% of strain. 
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of measured and calculated hysteresis loops of the first load 

cycle in uniaxial cyclic test for the austenitic material at room temperature. 

Figure 5.4 illustrates a uniaxial strain-controlled cyclic tension-compression test for the 

austenitic material at room temperature. The strain-range was 3.0% and the standard 

strain-rate s/105 4−×  was applied, respectively. The hysteresis loop of the first load 

cycle from test and calculation are demonstrated in the figure. The stress and strain 

values represented in the figure are axial stress and axial strain. Very good consisten-

cy was achieved, so that both curves almost completely overlap. As discussed in 

chapter 2, for the austenitic material at room temperature, hysteresis loops has nearly 

the same shape during the cyclic loading, and the expansion or shrink of the of stress-

range depends only on cyclic hardening/softening behaviour, which is simulated by the 

isotropic hardening model. Therefore, for the parameter-fitting of kinematic hardening 

model, it is sufficient to follow the hysteresis loop of one cycle. 
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of the stress-ranges between experiment and calculation of 

uniaxial strain-controlled cyclic tension-compression test for the austenitic material at 

room temperature. 
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of the uniaxial ratchetting between experiment and calculation 

for the austenitic material at room temperature. 

Figure 5.5 illustrates the curves of stress-range during a uniaxial strain-controlled cy-

clic tension-compression test performed with strain-range 1.0% and standard strain-
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rate s/105 4−× , by which the cyclic hardening/softening behaviour can be represent-

ed. The maximum and minimum stresses with respect to the number of cycles are 

plotted in the figure. It can be observed that both experimental and calculated curves 

show incipient cyclic hardening and subsequent neutral behaviour. The agreement 

between both curves is perfect, so that an overlap can be detected during the whole 

procedure. 

 

Figure 5.6 shows the experimental and calculated results based on a so-called uniaxi-

al ratchetting test. The test was performed by applying uniaxial stress-controlled cyclic 

loading and stepwise increased mean-stress. The test contained three steps. The 

stress-range was kept to be 500 MPa during the test, while the mean-stress was in-

creased step by step: It was specified to zero in the first step, and 20 MPa and 40 MPa 

in the second and third steps, respectively. The accumulated strain (uniaxial ratchet-

ting strain) induced by the mean-stress is illustrated against the number of cycles in 

the figure. In the first step, the zero mean-stress yields no uniaxial ratchetting. In the 

second and third steps, noticeable ratchetting strain is evoked due to the nonzero 

mean-stress. Very good consistency was achieved between the experiment and calcu-

lation. The slight deviation in the first step and the transient ratchetting in the second 

and third step are a compromise for getting a general good agreement with all select-

ed test. As mentioned in chapter 5.4, a series weighting factors were applied during 

the procedure of parameter optimization, so that each selected test for parameter fit-

ting contributes approximately the same portion to the optimization. In this way, the 

over all best fitting results for all selected tests were obtained. It was very often found 

that if the weighting factors were adjusted preferentially for one test, the agreements 

with the other tests became worse. Therefore a compromise should be made, so that 

the fitted parameters present acceptable fitting results for all selected tests. The more 

tests are selected, the more difficult it is to find parameters, which present good 

agreements for all the selected tests simultaneously. In this work more than 20 pa-

rameters were determined for strain-hardening, cyclic hardening/softening and ratchet-

ting behaviour at the same time. Thereby it was very difficult to find a parameter set, 

which perfectly fits all the tests. 
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5.6.2 Comparison for the austenitic material at 300°C  

The fitted parameters for the austenitic material at room temperature are listed in table 

5.2. The parameters correspond to the viscoplastic Chaboche model containing Ohno-

Wang approach II (equation 3.18) for kinematic hardening, cyclic softening approach 

(equation 3.29) for isotropic hardening variable, and strain-memory-effect.  

E ν Z n k mi c1 γ1 

179000 0.3 80.0 10.0 80 8 71824.0 1200.0 

c2 γ2 c3 γ3 c4 γ4 a b 

3100.0 387.0 144.0 36.0 2500.0 25.8 6.83 0.264 

c q1 η µ Qmax Q0   

2.0 0.312 0.056 529.4 35.0 0.1   

Table 5.2: Fitted parameters of the viscoplastic Chaboche model including Ohno-

Wang approach II for the austenitic material at 300°C. 

A series of uniaxial tests were selected to fit the parameters for the austenitic material 

at 300°C. The same as above discussion for the austenitic material at room tempera-

ture, the fitted results can be verified by using the following figures.  
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of measured and calculated uniaxial tensile curves for the 

austenitic material at 300°C. 
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Figure 5.7 shows the comparison between the calculated and measured yield curves 

based on a uniaxial tensile test, which was performed within strain-range 5.0%. Figure 

5.8 presents the experimental and calculated hysteresis loops of the first load cycle 

regarding a uniaxial strain-controlled cyclic tension-compression test with strain-range 

1.0%. In both tests, the standard strain-rate s/105 4−×  was applied. The stress and 

strain values represented in the figure are axial stress and axial strain. Very good 

agreements are achieved between the experimental measurements and model simula-

tion. It should be mentioned here that, since the austenitic material doesn’t show ex-

plicit yield point especially at 300°C, it is difficult to find the suitable parameters to very 

accurately simulate the strong nonlinear hardening at the yielding stage. It is the rea-

son, why small deflections can be detected between the strain amplitudes of 0.1% and 

0.2% in both figures. 
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of measured and calculated hysteresis loops of the first load 

cycle in uniaxial cyclic test for the austenitic material at 300°C. 

Figure 5.9 shows experimental and calculated stress-ranges regarding the same uni-

axial strain controlled cyclic tension-compression test of figure 5.8. The curves of max-

imum and minimum stresses during the cyclic loading represent the cyclic harden-

ing/softening behaviour. The experimental curve shows an explicit combined harden-

ing-softening behaviour. By using the fitted parameters, this cyclic behaviour can be 

perfectly predicted. 
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of the stress-ranges between experiment and calculation re-

garding uniaxial strain-controlled cyclic tension-compression test for the austenitic ma-

terial at 300°C. 
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of the uniaxial ratchetting between experiment and calcula-

tion for the austenitic material at 300°C. 

Figure 5.10 illustrates experimental and calculated uniaxial ratchetting curves regard-

ing a uniaxial stress-controlled cyclic tension-compression test with stepwise in-
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creased mean-stress. The stress-range specified in the test was 340 MPa, and it was 

constantly maintained in the test. The mean-stress was specified to 0, 20, and 40 MPa 

in three steps sequentially. The strain curves shown in the figure depict the axial strain 

–ranges during the uniaxial cyclic loading. It can be observed that, although the 

tendencies, shapes and magnitudes of both curves are quite similar, there exists a 

noticeable deflection between measurement and calculation. The reason is also at-

tributed to the compromise, which was made to fit the strong nonlinear strain-

hardening at the beginning of plastification. In more details, both transient ratchetting 

in stress-controlled uniaxial ratchetting test and the nonlinear strain-hardening at the 

beginning of plastification in strain-controlled tensile and cyclic tension-compression 

tests are dominated by the parameters of the first back-stress X1 and viscous stress 

visσ . Therefore to achieve acceptable calculation results for strain-hardening, the con-

sistency to the uniaxial ratchetting has to be somehow declined. Nevertheless consid-

ering the whole accordance regarding comparisons of all selected tests, the fitted pa-

rameters can still be treated as satisfying results. 

 

5.6.3 Comparison for the ferritic material at room temperature 

The fitted parameters for the ferritic material at room temperature are listed in table 

5.3. The parameters correspond to the viscoplastic Chaboche model, in which Ohno-

Wang approach II (equation 3.18), cyclic hardening/softening (equation 3.29), and 

strain-memory-effect are applied. 

 

E ν Z n k mi c1 γ1 

210000 0.3 98.0 9.5 240 8 110370.0 1100.0 

c2 γ2 c3 γ3 c4 γ4 a b 

14289.0 362.3 5587.0 131.0 5016.6 71.0 16.9 1.245 

c q1 η µ Qmax Q0   

0.9 0.21 0.2 536.8 54.3 0.1   

Table 5.3: Fitted parameters of the viscoplastic Chaboche model including Ohno-

Wang approach II for the ferritic material at room temperature. 
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Figure 5.11 shows the comparison between the calculated and measured yield curves 

regarding a uniaxial tensile test for the ferritic material at room temperature. Figure 

5.12 illustrates experimental and calculated hysteresis loops corresponding to the first 

cycle of a uniaxial strain-controlled cyclic tension-compression test. Both tests were 

performed with the standard strain-rate s/105 4−× . The strain-range 1.5% was applied  

in the uniaxial cyclic tension-compression test. 
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of measured and calculated yield curves for the ferritic mate-

rial at room temperature. 

It was known that the ferritic material 20 MnMoNi shows obvious initial yielding in the 

first cycle, especially at room temperature. Within the strain-range from 0.1% to 0.5%, 

an evident yielding stage can be detected, where a sharp bending is observed in this 

stage. This initial yielding stage appears only in the first loading procedure and will 

disappear in the loading procedure in compression of the first cycle as well as in the 

following cycles. This strong initial yielding in the first loading procedure of hysteresis 

loop is difficult to be described by the applied viscoplastic Chaboche model, therefore 

an obvious deflection can be found between the experimental and calculated curves in 

both figures. As shown in figure 5.12, since this behaviour disappears in the compres-

sion procedure of the first cycle, very good matching between experiment and calcula-

tion is again obtained during the yielding and hardening in compression. 
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of measured and calculated hysteresis loops for the ferritic 

material at room temperature. 
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of the stress-ranges between experiment and calculation 

regarding uniaxial strain-controlled cyclic tension-compression test for the ferritic mate-

rial at room temperature. 

Figure 5.13 shows experimental and calculated cyclic hardening/softening curves re-

garding a uniaxial cyclic tension-compression test. The strain-range applied in the test 
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was 2.0% and stain-rate was specified to be the standard value s/105 4−× . As shown 

in the figure, the combined cyclic hardening/softening behaviour can be perfectly pre-

dicted with the material model by using the fitted parameters.  

 

Figure 5.14 illustrates an uniaxial ratchetting test, in which stress-range 920 MPa was 

constantly applied in the stress-controlled uniaxial cyclic loading. The test was com-

posed of two steps. In the first step, the stress-controlled cyclic load was fully reversed 

applied, namely the mean-stress equals zero and the ratio between minimum stress 

and maximum stress was 1−=R . The second step started after 200 cycles, in which a 

mean-stress MPa100m =σ  was applied in the cyclic loading until the specimen failed 

at the 275th cycle. The experimental and calculated uniaxial ratchetting strains are 

demonstrated with respect to the number of cycles in the figure. Optimal consistency 

between the experiment and model prediction is presented, which indicates that by 

using adequate fitted parameters, the applied viscoplastic Chaboche model is able to 

correctly simulate uniaxial ratchetting induced by a large mean-stress. 
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of the uniaxial ratchetting between experiment and calcula-

tion for the ferritic material at room temperature. 
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5.6.4 Comparison for the ferritic material at 300°C 

The fitted parameters for the ferritic material at 300°C are listed in table 5.4. Since 

there were no uniaxial and multiaxial ratchetting tests performed for the ferritic material 

at 300°C, the applied viscoplastic Chaboche model is composed of Armstrong-

Frederick approach (equation 3.11) for kinematic hardening, combined cyclic harden-

ing/softening approach (equation 3.29) for isotropic hardening, and evolution equa-

tions for the strain-memory-effect.  

E ν Z n k mi c1 γ1 

186400 0.3 91.6 9.5 245 8 132110.0 1100.0 

c2 γ2 c3 γ3 c4 γ4 a b 

19668.0 362.3 6000.0 131.0 3528.6 17.8 17.9 0.33 

c q1 η µ Qmax Q0   

4.3 0.21 0.2 417.6 21.1 1.0   

Table 5.4: Fitted parameters of the viscoplastic Chaboche model including Armstrong-

Frederick approach for the ferritic material at 300°C. 

Figure 5.15 shows the comparison between calculated yield curve and experimental 

measurements from a uniaxial tensile test ranging to 4.7%. Figure 5.16 presents the 

experimental and calculated hysteresis loops for the first cycle concerning a uniaxial 

cyclic tension-compression test performed with strain-range 3.0%. In both tests, the 

standard strain-rate s/105 4−×  was applied. It can be detected that the hysteresis 

loops show very good agreement between experiment and model prediction. The 

comparison between calculated and experimental yield curves shows a slight deflec-

tion. By comparing the measured yield curve in figure 5.15 with the tensile procedure 

of the measured first hysteresis loop in figure 5.16, a slight deflection can be observed 

too. Although both tests were performed with the same strain-rate, the deflections can 

be found between the first loading procedures. These deflections can be attributed to 

the scattering of the material. Namely, the specimens made from the same material 

represent different hardening behaviour in the tensile and uniaxial cyclic tests due to 

the flaws in material. For the better prediction of cyclic behaviour, a compromise was 

made for the fitting of the yield curve, so that the uniaxial cyclic tension-compression 

test shown in figure 5.16 is better matched. 
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of measured and calculated yield curves for the ferritic mate-

rial at 300°C. 
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of measured and calculated hysteresis loop for the ferritic 

material at 300°C. 

The experimental and calculated cyclic hardening/softening curves regarding an uniax-

ial cyclic tension-compression test with strain rage 2.0% and the standard strain-rate 

are illustrated in figure 5.17. The test was performed for the ferritic specimen at 300°C 
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using strain-range 2.0% and standard strain-rate. As shown in the figure, the com-

bined cyclic hardening-softening behaviour can be perfectly predicted by the material 

model using corresponding fitted parameters.  
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Figure 5.17: Stress-ranges comparison between experiment and calculation of uniaxial 

strain-controlled cyclic tension-compression test for the ferritic material at 300°C. 

Furthermore, based on all comparisons of cyclic hardening/softening curves, it can be 

found that the calculations always present perfect predictions to the corresponding 

experimental curves. This is benefited from the separation of kinematic hardening and 

isotropic hardening in modelling. That is, by introducing kinematic and isotropic hard-

ening variables into the viscoplastic material model, the cyclic hardening can be de-

scribed independent from the strain-hardening, so that the fitting of cyclic harden-

ing/softening behaviour is not influenced by the fitting of strain-hardening in hysteresis 

loops. On the other side, since the kinematic hardening is used to describe not only 

strain-hardening but also ratchetting behaviour, the compromise has to be made for 

the better predictions of both behaviour. This may reduce the accuracy of model pre-

diction regarding individual test, e.g. the deflections between calculation and test 

shown in figures 5.6, 5.8 and 5.10. 
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6 Component tests 
 

Beside the uniaxial LCF tests by using small specimens, multiaxial component tests 

were performed, which served as the verification of the material model in multiaxial 

stress-state. Straight pipe segments were used for the component tests. The total 

length of the component is 220mm. There are two square-shaped shoulders at the 

ends of the component, which is applied to fix the component in testing rig. The length 

of the shoulders is 60mm. The inner and outer diameter of the pipe segment is 20mm 

and 24mm, respectively. The cross-section of the shoulders is a hollow square with 

the edge length of 38mm. The component and its main dimensions are schematically 

illustrated in figure 6.1. The steel seal on the end surface shows the serial number of 

components. 

                    
 

Figure 6.1: Schematic illustration of pipe component (dimensions in mm). 

The multiaxial component tests were performed at room temperature and 300° by us-

ing a computer-controlled MTS testing machine. The pipe segment was vertically 

mounted on testing rig. It was gripped by hydraulic collets via two cylindrical blocks, 
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which have a square-shaped hole in the middle, as shown in figure 6.2. The function of 

the cylindrical blocks is to fasten the component on the testing rig, so that both torque 

and axial load can be applied on the shoulders of the component. During the testing 

process axial and torsional loads acting on component were measured by the corre-

sponding load cells incorporated in the testing machine, while the axial and circumfer-

ential displacements on the outer surface of specimens were measured by using a 

two-axis-clip-gauge, which was fixed in the middle part of the pipe segment, as shown 

in figure 5.2. The gauge length was 50mm. 

 

 

Figure 6.2: Setup of the multiaxial component test. 

6.1 Experimental results of component tests for the austenitic material 

For the austenitic material X6 CrNiNb 18-10, component tests were performed at room 

temperature and 300°C, respectively. At each temperature, a multiaxial ratchetting 

test, an in-phase-test and an out-of-phase-test were implemented, so that the multiax-

ial ratchetting behaviour as well as the effect of nonproportional cyclic loading can be 

studied. The multiaxial ratchetting tests were performed by applying axial constant 

tension and displacement-controlled cyclic torsion simultaneously. In the in-phase-

tests, displacement-controlled cyclic axial load and cyclic torsion were in-phase ap-

plied, while in out-of-phase-tests, the displacement-controlled cyclic axial load and cy-

Cylindrical blocks 
Component shoulders are 

gripped by using square-shaped 
hole in cylindrical block 
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clic torsion were out-of-phase applied, which means the phase difference between 

cyclic tension and torsion is 90°C. 

 

6.1.1 Ratchetting tests of the austenitic material 

Ratchetting test for the austenitic material at room temperature was performed by ap-

plying axial tension and cyclic torsion simultaneously. In circumferential direction, cy-

clic torsion was displacement-controlled applied, so that the maximum and minimum 

displacements ± 0.42mm in circumferential direction were reached, which yielded an 

equivalent strain-range eqε∆  of 1.0% and a mean-strain 0=mε . Since the torsion is 

linearly displacement-controlled applied and the loading period of 40 seconds was 

constantly for the cyclic torsion, the equivalent strain-rate eqε&  in the multiaxial ratchet-

ting test corresponded to the standard strain-rate s/105 4−×  applied in uniaxial tests. 

Here the equivalent strain-range eqε∆  was used to calculate the equivalent strain-rate 

eqε& , so that the strain-rate applied in multiaxial component test is comparable to the 

strain-rate applied in uniaxial tests. This equivalent strain-range and equivalent strain-

rate in torsional direction were constantly applied during the whole procedure of the 

multiaxial ratchetting test. However, in axial direction, the application of axial tension 

was separated into two steps regarding different amplitudes of applied axial tension: In 

the first step, a constant axial tension of 2.76kN was applied in the first 100 cycles. In 

the second step, the axial tension was doubled to 5.53kN and kept until 7000 cycles 

were reached, at which incipient crack was detected in the component.  

 

Figure 6.3 illustrates the range of torsional moment with respect to the number of load-

ing cycle. The curves in the figure depict the maximum and minimum torsional mo-

ments at reverse points of displacement-controlled cyclic torsion. During the first 10 

cycles, an obvious incipient cyclic hardening is detected. After approximate 20 cycles, 

the amplitude of torsional moment reaches the maximum value. In succession, the 

cyclic curves proceed with quasi-constant amplitude, so that it can be regarded as a 

neutral cyclic behaviour. In the second step, the neutral cyclic behaviour continues. 

The increment of axial tension does not evoke a visible change on the torsional direc-

tion, in another word: cyclic hardening in torsion is not influenced by the change of ax-

ial tension. 
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Figure 6.3: Torsional moments against the number of cycles for the austenitic material 

at room temperature. 
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Figure 6.4: Multiaxial ratchetting strain against the number of cycles for the austenitic 

material at room temperature. 

The accumulation of axial strain with respect to the number of cycles for the austenitic 

material at room temperature is illustrated in figure 6.4. Although the constant tensions 

were applied in axial direction, due to the cyclic plastification in torsional direction, an 
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accumulation plastic strain was still achieved in axial direction. This phenomenon pre-

sents the ratchetting behaviour in multiaxial stress-state, so called multiaxial ratchet-

ting. Therefore the axial accumulated plastic strain can also be called multiaxial ratch-

etting strain. As discussed in chapter 2, ratchetting can be classified into transient 

ratchetting and asymptotic ratchetting. As shown in figure 6.4, transient ratchetting 

takes place during the start-up process in the first step, which corresponds to a strong 

nonlinear increase of ratchetting strain. After around 40 cycles, the increase of ratchet-

ting strain is obviously diminished and trends to reach a steady state, so that a con-

stant gradient of asymptotic ratchetting curve is achieved. At the end of the first step 

after 100 cycles, a ratchetting strain of 0.13% is reached. In the second step, transient 

ratchetting is evoked again due to the raise of axial tension. Nevertheless the magni-

tude of transient ratchetting is much less than that in the first step. Identical to the first 

step, the ratchetting strain tends to increase linearly after about 40 cycles. The gradi-

ent of the curve is obviously larger than that in the first step. After additionally 100 cy-

cles in the second step, a ratchetting strain of 0.21% is reached. 

 

Multiaxial ratchetting test for the austenitic material at 300°C was performed by using 

the same specifications as at room temperature: The amplitude of torsional displace-

ment measured by the strain gauge was 0.42mm during the whole procedure of the 

test, which yields an equivalent strain-range eqε∆ of 1%. The applied equivalent strain-

rate eqε&  accords with the standard strain-rate s/105 4−×  in uniaxial tests. In axial di-

rection, the constant axial tension of 2.76kN was applied in the first step, while in the 

second step the axial tension was doubled. Before the implementation of the test, the 

component was stepwise heated up to 300°C. The temperature was controlled via a 

thermal couple fixed on the surface of the component. In each step, temperature was 

increased slowly. After each increment, the temperature was kept for about 20 minutes 

before the next increase starts. Especially, after reaching 300°C, the temperature was 

kept for about one hour, so that the deformation of the component was homogeneous 

and no pre-stressing could occur. 

 

The maximum and minimum torsional moments at reverse points of displacement-

controlled cyclic torsion are shown in figure 6.5, which denote the cyclic harden-

ing/softening behaviour of the austenitic material under multiaxial stress-state. The 

curves present incipient cyclic hardening in beginning stage. With the increase of load-
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ing cycles, the range of torsional moment tends to reach a quasi-neutral behaviour in 

the first 100 cycles. In the second step, the quasi-neutral behaviour holds on. The in-

crease of the axial tension doesn’t influence the cyclic torsional behaviour. The slight 

discontinuity at the transient between the first and the second step is due to a restart 

of the testing machine for the recalibration of the clip-gauge, which should be neglect-

ed. 
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Figure 6.5: Torsional moment against the number of cycles for the austenitic material 

at 300°C. 

The multiaxial ratchetting strain for the austenitic material at 300°C is illustrated in fig-

ure 6.6, where the axial accumulated plastic strain is depicted with respect to the in-

crease of cyclic torsional loading. At the beginning of the test, the multiaxial ratchetting 

strain increases rapidly, which shows a clear transient ratchetting procedure. After ap-

proximately 40 cycles, the ratchetting curve trends to proceed with a linear increase. 

After 100 cycles, a ratchetting strain of 0.22% is achieved. It can be seen that the 

ratchetting curve isn’t as smooth as that at room temperature. The slight discontinui-

ties and oscillations in the curve can be attributed to the unexpected oscillation of tem-

perature during the testing process, which should be ignored. In the second step, the 

ratchetting strain progresses with an evident increase again due to the enhancement 
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of axial load. Compared with the first step, the magnitude of transient ratchetting in the 

second step is much less, whereas the gradient of the asymptotic ratchetting is much 

larger than that in the first step. After 200 cycles, a ratchetting strain of 0.45% is 

reached. 
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Figure 6.6: Multiaxial ratchetting strain against the number of cycles for the austenitic 

material at 300°C. 

In above two multiaxial ratchetting tests, the results are presented separately in tor-

sional direction and in axial direction. In torsional direction, the displacement controlled 

cyclic torsion was applied, and the curves of maximum and minimum torsional mo-

ments were denoted. By these results, the cyclic hardening/softening behaviour can 

be studied. In axial direction, the multiaxial ratchetting, which is understood as axial 

accumulated plastic strain, was presented, by which the multiaxial ratchetting behav-

iour can be investigated. As mentioned in chapter 2.7, ratchetting may lead to earlier 

failure of components. In the frame of research work for ratchetting, the especially de-

fined primary and secondary stresses are used. Correspondingly, if ratchetting occurs 

in multiaxial stress-state, the failure behaviour is dominated by the multiaxial ratchet-

ting strain. Therefore the results of these multiaxial ratchetting tests are presented in 

axial direction, in which ratchetting is in presence, and torsional direction, separately. 
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6.1.2 Multiaxial component tests of the austenitic material under nonpropor-

tional cyclic loading 

If the component sustains multiaxial cyclic loading, during which the directions of prin-

cipal stress planes and the ratios between the magnitudes of principal stresses are 

changing, this kind of cyclic loading is so-called nonproportional cyclic loading. It has 

been found out, that the nonproportional cyclic loading yields additional cyclic harden-

ing [33], [51]. For the investigation of the cyclic viscoplastic behaviour of the austenitic 

component in multiaxial stress-state and the influence of the nonproportional loading, 

in-phase-tests and out-of-phase-tests were performed by applying cyclic torsion and 

cyclic axial load simultaneously to the component at room temperature and 300°C, 

respectively. It should be emphasized that the tests presented in this chapter are only 

to study the effect of nonproportional loading, so they are not related to ratchetting. 
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Figure 6.7: Illustration of displacement-controlled in-phase-test. 

Figure 6.7 illustrates the loading-unloading method of the in-phase-test. The cyclic tor-

sional and cyclic axial loads were displacement controlled and in-phase applied, so 

that the displacements in circumferential and axial directions kept always in-phase. 

That is, when the circumferential displacement under torsion reaches the maximum or 

minimum values, the axial displacement reaches corresponding maximum or minimum 

values too. Since the changes of displacement in circumferential and axial directions 
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are always in-phase, this kind of test is named as in-phase-test. For austenitic compo-

nent at room temperature and 300°C, the amplitude of the cyclic circumferential dis-

placement was specified to ± 0.36mm, while the amplitude of the cyclic axial dis-

placement was set to 0.04mm. The equivalent strain-range eqε∆  was 1.0% and the 

applied equivalent strain-rate eqε&  was 5x10-4/s. 
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Figure 6.8: Illustration of displacement-controlled out-of-phase-test. 

Figure 6.8 illustrates the loading configuration of the out-of-phase test for the austenitic 

material at room temperature. Instead of the in-phase applied cyclic loads, the cyclic 

axial load was applied in the out-of-phase test with a phase shift of π/2 to the cyclic 

torsion. As shown in the figure 6.8, in the out-of-phase test, the maximum and mini-

mum torsional and axial displacements measured by the strain gauge always had a 

phase difference of π/2, while in the in-phase test the phase difference is zero, so that 

the maximum and minimum displacements were always reached at the same time. 

The amplitudes of cyclic torsional and axial displacements specified for the out-of-

phase-tests at room temperature and 300°C are the same as those specified in the in-

phase-test, so that the results of the in-phase-test and out-of-phase-test are compara-

ble. 

 

The results of in-phase-test and out-of-phase-test for the austenitic material at room 

temperature are demonstrated in figure 6.9 and figure 6.10. Figure 6.9 illustrates the 
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maximum and minimum of torsional moment at reverse points with respect to the 

number of cycles in the in-phase-test and out-of-phase-test, respectively. In both tests, 

the curves of torsional moment presented incipient cyclic hardening in the beginning. 

After about 20 cycles, the amplitudes of torsional moments reached the maximum val-

ues, and then cyclic softening occurred consequently.  

 

Similar behaviour can be found in axial load. As shown in figure 6.10, the curves of 

maximum and minimum of axial loads at reverse points against the number of cycles 

show cyclic hardening in the beginning. Nevertheless, instead of a cyclic softening, the 

curves show quasi-neutral behaviour after the saturation of the hardening. It is noticed 

that, in the in-phase-test, the maximum and minimum curves shift down in parallel dur-

ing cycle 20-40. This phenomenon did not reflect the real cyclic behaviour of the mate-

rial. It was caused by an unexpected sliding of the clip-gauge on the surface of com-

ponent during the cycle 20-40. In the evaluation of testing results, this phenomenon 

should be ignored. 

 

Figure 6.9: Torsional moment against the number of cycles in in-phase-test and out-of-

phase-test for the austenitic material at room temperature. 
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Figure 6.10: Axial load against the number of cycles in in-phase-test and out-of-phase-

test for the austenitic material at room temperature. 

An interesting factor, which should be emphasized here, is that additional cyclic hard-

ening was evoked in the out-of-phase test. As shown in figure 6.9, the cyclic hardening 

of torsional moment in the out-of-phase-test presents an increase of around 15% 

compared with that in the in-phase-test. Likewise, the cyclic hardening of axial loading 

in out-of-phase-test is increased by a factor of 2 approximately, which is shown in fig-

ure 6.10. This phenomenon regarding evoked additional hardening in out-of-phase-

test can be attributed to the effect of the multiaxial nonproportional cyclic loading. 

 

In addition, due to the additional cyclic hardening evoked by the nonproportionality of 

multiaxial cyclic loading, the crack was earlier detected in the out-of-phase-test than in 

the in-phase-test. That is, the in-phase-test lasted 17100 cycles till an incipient crack 

was detected in the specimen, whereas the out-phase-test lasted only 4470 cycles. It 

can be seen, that although the equivalent strain-range applied in the in-phase-test and 

out-of-phase-test are the same, due to the effect of multiaxial nonproportional cyclic 

loading the fatigue life in the out-of-phase-test is much lower than that in the in-phase-

test. These results proved again that if the multiaxial nonproportional cyclic loading is 

present in the service of component, using von Mises equivalent strain and strain-life 

fatigue theory to estimate the fatigue life is very inaccurate. It’s the reason, why it’s 
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worthwhile to investigate the additional cyclic hardening evoked by multiaxial nonpro-

portional cyclic loading. 

 

For facilitating the comparisons, in-phase- and out-of-phase-tests for the austenitic 

material at 300°C were performed by using the same specifications as applied at room 

temperature. The corresponding testing results are illustrated in figure 6.11 and figure 

6.12. Same as at room temperature, the results at 300°C are demonstrated by using 

the cyclic hardening/softening curves of torsional moment and axial load with respect 

to the number of cycles. The additional hardening due to nonproportional cyclic load-

ing can also be detected in the out-of-phase-test at 300°C. The component tests show 

the same temperature-dependent hardening behaviour as that in uniaxial tests. Name-

ly, under the same cyclic loading, the amplitudes of torsional moment and axial load 

are lower than the corresponding values at room temperature. Nevertheless the mag-

nitudes of the additional hardenings evoked by nonproportional loading are compara-

ble to those at room temperature. For investigating whether the additional hardening of 

the austenitic material evoked by multiaxial nonproportional cyclic loading is depend-

ent on temperature, more component tests under different nonproportionalities and 

different temperatures should be performed and evaluated. The current test results are 

insufficient to summarize the relationship between the additional hardening due to 

nonproportional loading and temperature.  

 

Additionally, the effect of multiaxial nonproportional cyclic loading can also be reflected 

by the fatigue life of components at 300°C: The component subjected to the out-of-

phase loading lasted 6586 cycles till the incipient crack appeared, whereas the com-

ponent subjected to the in-phase loading lasted 10558 cycles. By comparing the fa-

tigue lives of the in-phase-test and the out-of-phase-test at room temperature, it can 

be seen, that regarding the out-of-phase-test the fatigue life at 300°C is less than that 

at room temperature. Nevertheless regarding the in-phase-test the fatigue life at 300°C 

is larger. This result can be understood as the scattering of the material. For getting 

more accurate results of fatigue life, the statistical life should be evaluated from at 

least five specimens for each test. 
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Figure 6.11: Torsional moment against the number of cycles in in-phase-test and out-

of-phase-test for the austenitic material at 300°C. 

 

 

Figure 6.12: Axial load against the number of cycles in in-phase-test and out-of-phase-

test for the austenitic material at 300°C. 
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6.2 Experimental results of component tests for the ferritic material 

20MnMoNi 

Component tests were performed for the ferritic material at room temperature. Ferritic 

pipe components, which have the same dimensions as austenitic components were 

used. A ratchetting test, an in-phase-test and an out-of phase test were performed. 

 

6.2.1 Ratchetting test of the ferritic material 

Ratchetting component test for the ferritic material at room temperature was performed 

in the similar way as the test for the austenitic material. A cyclic torsional load and a 

constant axial tensile load were applied to the component. The cyclic torsional load 

was displacement-controlled applied. The amplitude of cyclic circumferential dis-

placement ± 0.72mm was fully reversed applied, which yielded an equivalent strain-

range eqε∆  of 2.0% and a mean-strain 0=mε . In order to study the ratchetting behav-

iour under a high primary stress, a higher constant axial tensile load, 15kN, was ap-

plied to the ferritic component. The period of the cyclic loading was set to 80 seconds, 

so that the equivalent strain-rate eqε&  corresponded to the standard strain-rate 5x10-4/s 

in the uniaxial tests. Since a large axial load was applied, the ratchetting test lasted 

only 419 cycles till incipient crack was detected. 

 

The maximum and minimum torsional moments at reverse points with respect to the 

number of cycles are illustrated in figure 6.13. The incipient cyclic hardening arises in 

the beginning of the cyclic loading and reaches saturation within 10 cycles. A cyclic 

softening appears following the incipient cyclic hardening stage. The magnitude of the 

cyclic softening is evident and significantly larger than that of austenitic material.  

 

Figure 6.14 shows the ratchetting behaviour of the ferritic material at room tempera-

ture, where the ratchetting strain is illustrated with respect to the number of cycles. 

Since a high axial load was applied, the gradient of asymptotic ratchetting is signifi-

cantly increased, so that asymptotic ratchetting dominates the whole ratchetting be-

haviour, and there is no clear dividing between transient ratchetting and asymptotic 

ratchetting. The increase of the ratchetting strain arises from beginning. After about 50 
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cycles, it proceeds quasi linearly with a steep slope. After 100 cycles, the ratchetting 

strain of 4.35% is achieved. 
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Figure 6.13: Torsional moment against the number of cycles for the ferritic material at 

room temperature. 
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Figure 6.14: Multiaxial ratchetting strain against the number of cycles for the ferritic 

material at room temperature. 
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6.2.2 Multiaxial component tests of the ferritic material under nonproportional 

loading 

To study the effect of multiaxial nonproportional cyclic loading for the ferritic material, 

the multiaxial component tests under proportional cyclic loading and nonproportional 

cyclic loading were performed by using ferritic components too. The applications of 

proportional and nonproportional cyclic loading were realized via the in-phase-test and 

out-of-phase-test like for the austenitic material. The in-phase and out-of-phase cyclic 

torsion and cyclic axial tension/compression were applied using the way as illustrated 

in figures 6.7 and 6.8. However the amplitudes of circumferential and axial displace-

ments for the ferritic material were changed to 0.72mm and 0.08mm, respectively, 

which were twice of the equivalent strain-range applied for the austenitic material, 

namely %2=∆ eε . Accordingly, the periods of applied cyclic loads were specified to 80 

seconds, so that the applied equivalent strain-rate eqε&  equals the standard strain-rate 

s/105 4−×  in uniaxial test. 

 

Figure 6.15: Torsional moment against the number of cycles in in-phase-test and out-

of-phase-test for the ferritic material at room temperature. 

Figure 6.15 illustrates the ranges of torsional moments in the in-phase-test and out-of-

phase-test with respect to the number of cycles at room temperature. It can be seen 

that both curves show incipient cyclic hardening in the beginning. After several cycles, 
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cyclic softening occurs instead of cyclic hardening. Furthermore the torsional moments 

in both tests present almost the same cyclic behaviour, so that two curves congruent 

with each other.  

 

In the axial direction, as shown in figure 6.16, the out-of-phase test presented signifi-

cant cyclic softening like in the circumferential direction, whereas the in-phase-test 

showed quasi-neutral cyclic behaviour. Regarding the effect of nonproportional load-

ing, pronounced additionally hardening can be found in the out-of-phase-test in the 

axial direction. 

 

Figure 6.16: Axial load with respect to the number of cycles in in-phase-test and out-

of-phase-test for the ferritic material at room temperature. 

Considering the effect of nonproportional loading, additional hardening was expected 

in the out-of-phase test in both axial and circumferential directions. Nevertheless, as 

shown in figures 6.15 and 6.16, additional hardening was only detected in axial direc-

tion, in which the amplitude of axial load in the out-of-phase-test is 2 times larger than 

that in the in-phase-test, while in circumferential direction, the cyclic harden-

ing/softening curves of the in-phase-test and the out-of-phase-test present completely 

the same magnitude in hardening and softening. The reason can be supposed that 

this special behaviour presented in these two tests is either due to the special material 

property of the ferritic material 20 MnMoNi 5-5, or because of the scattering of the ma-
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terial. Due to the lack of testing samples, the real reason of it is still in doubt. Therefore 

more in-phase- and out-of-phase-tests should be performed for the further study of 

nonproportional effect for the ferritic material. 

 

Although there is no additional hardening was observed in torsional direction, the addi-

tional hardening evoke in axial direction still causes earlier failure in the out-of-phase-

test. That is, the in-phase-test lasted 999 cycles till the occurrence of incipient crack, 

while the out-of-phase-test lasted only 261 cycles. 
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7 Finite element analyses 
 

7.1 Construction of FE model 

The Finite-Element-Method (FEM) is the most widely used numerical method for the 

computation of stress- and strain-state in complex structure. To perform FE analysis, 

FE model should be setup. Compared to calculations for monotonic loading, numerical 

analyses by using FEM for cyclic loaded components are more complicated. Since the 

computational time and disk space required for cyclic loaded calculations are greatly 

multiplied in comparison with the monotonic loaded analyses. Due to this reason, the 

FE model should be simplified as far as possible, so that computational time and disk 

space for the storage of calculated data can be maximum saved. 

 

X 

Y 

A B 

C D 

E 

G 

 

Figure 7.1: Axisymmetric FE model of the pipe segment component. 

In the frame of this research work, a FE model was constructed by using commercial 

FEM pre-processing software PATRAN [88]. Based on the symmetric conditions, an 

axisymmetric model was built up by using axisymmetric 8-node biquadratic elements, 

which corresponds to a quarter of the cross-section of the pipe segment component, 

as shown in figure 7.1. The model contains 36 elements and 139 nodes. 
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According to symmetric conditions, displacement in y direction and rotation around y 

axis are fixed at all nodes along path AB at the bottom of the model. Axial load and 

torsional moment were acted on nodes along path CD and DE, respectively. Point G 

corresponds to the application point of the strain gauge in component tests. In dis-

placement-controlled component tests as discussed in chapter 6, the displacements of 

strain gauge clip were recorded regarding the gauge application point. While the rec-

orded displacements at the gauge application point reached the maximum values, the 

applied loads reversed. Accordingly, in FE analyses, the displacement at point G 

should be studied. Due to the change of the plastification and hardening during the 

cyclic loading, the ratio of the circumferential displacement on the path DE to that at 

point G is not constantly kept. Therefore by using model in figure 7.1, it is difficult to 

guarantee constant amplitude of circumferential displacement and constant strain-rate 

at the gauge point G. Consequently, for implementing FE analyses more efficiently, 

the model shown in figure 7.1 should be further simplified. 

 

Y 

X 

A B 

C’ D’(G) 

 

Figure 7.2: Simplified FE model. 

Figure 7.2 illustrates a simplified FE model, which is composed of 15 elements and 62 

nodes. It is a fraction of the model shown in figure 7.1, where the shoulder of the com-

ponent is neglected. The length of this simplified model corresponds to the half of the 

length between the two application points of strain gauge clip. The boundary condi-
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tions were identically defined along path AB as in figure 7.1. Distributed axial load was 

applied on path C’D’, while torsional moment around Y axis was displacement-

controlled applied at nodes along path C’D’. Point D’ corresponds to the gauge appli-

cation point G in figure 7.1. 

 

7.2 Investigation of introduced kinematic and isotropic hardening ap-

proaches in the viscoplastic Chaboche Model 

In the frame of this work, FE analyses were performed by using commercial FEM pro-

gram ABAQUS 6.3 [72]. The complete viscoplastic Chaboche model was constructed 

in ABAQUS user’s subroutine UMAT, as discussed in chapter 3. The newest version 

of ABAQUS provides its own material models for the simulation of time-dependent cy-

clic plasticity. Nevertheless they are not flexible and comprehensive compared to the 

viscoplastic Chaboche model developed in this work. Especially, the models provided 

by ABAQUS are not sufficient to describe ratchetting behaviour and nonproportional 

loading effect for metallic materials. 

 

In this chapter, the results of FEA using the viscoplastic Chaboche model with different 

kinematic and isotropic hardening approaches, which were introduced in chapter 3, will 

be presented and discussed. These results can be used to qualitatively compare the 

functionalities of applied kinematic and isotropic hardening approaches and perform 

parameter studies. The FEA results using the viscoplastic Chaboche model and fitted 

parameters from chapter 5 and the results of components tests will be compared and 

discussed in chapter 7.3. 

  

7.2.1 Qualitative investigation of the material model for multiaxial ratchetting 

First of all, the functionalities of the viscoplastic Chaboche model with different iso-

tropic hardening approaches for predicting cyclic hardening/softening behaviour are 

investigated. As discussed in chapter 3, by using different isotropic hardening ap-

proaches in the viscoplastic Chaboche model, different cyclic hardening/softening be-

haviour can be simulated. Namely, continuous cyclic hardening, saturated cyclic hard-

ening and combined cyclic hardening and softening. For study the functionality of the 

material model, FE calculations corresponding to a pure torsional test were imple-
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mented by using the simplified FE model for the austenitic material at room tempera-

ture. A cyclic displacement-controlled torsional load was applied, so that the amplitude 

of the cyclic strain was kept to be 0.87%. The period of a loading cycle was specified 

to 40 seconds, so that the applied equivalent strain-rate eqε&  was s/105 4−× . 
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Figure 7.3: Calculated cyclic hardening/softening by applying different isotropic hard-

ening models. 

As shown in figure 7.3, the FE calculations were performed by using three different 

isotropic hardening approaches (equation 3.26, equation 3.27 and equation 3.29), re-

spectively. In the beginning, all three curves present cyclic hardening in maximum and 

minimum torsional moments. Successively, the curves proceed differently regarding 

the application of different isotropic hardening approaches. By using the combined 

cyclic hardening-softening approach (equation 3.29), mixed cyclic hardening/softening 

behaviour is described. That is, after the cyclic hardening, a cyclic softening procedure 

arises. The cyclic softening proceeds in form of an exponential curve and reaches sat-

uration after about 100 cycles. Furthermore, the cyclic hardening followed by a neutral 

behaviour is simulated by applying the saturated hardening approach (equation 3.27), 

and the cyclic hardening with a linear continuous increment is described by using the 

continuous cyclic hardening approach (equation 3.26). The shapes and magnitudes of 

cyclic hardening and softening as well as the gradient of the continuous cyclic harden-
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ing curves depend on corresponding material parameters applied in isotropic harden-

ing approaches. 

 

The multiaxial ratchetting behaviour was investigated by performing FE analyses, in 

which displacement-controlled cyclic torsion and a constant axial load were applied 

simultaneously, so that the ratchetting strain can be accumulated in axial direction. 

The specification of the cyclic torsional load was identical with that in above pure tor-

sional calculation, so that the amplitude of the cyclic torsional strain was kept to be 

0.87%, and the equivalent strain eqε&  was s/105 4−× . The magnitude of the axial load 

prescribed in the FE calculations was 2.76KN, which yields 20 MPa on axial stress. 
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Figure 7.4: Calculated ratchetting strains against the number of cycles using Arm-

strong-Frederick approach (equation 3.11) and Ohno-Wang approach II (equation 

3.18). 

In figure 7.4, the ratchetting strain is calculated by using Armstrong-Frederick ap-

proach and Ohno-Wang approach II. As discussed in chapter 2.7.2, since the ratchet-

ting strain is presented in form of accumulation of axial strain in multiaxial stress state, 

it can be called multiaxial ratchetting. As shown by the ratchetting strain curves in the 

figure, the ratchetting strain was accumulated with the increase of load cycles. Arm-

strong-Frederick approach predicts a quasi linear accumulation with a steep gradient, 

in which the procedure of transient ratchetting is almost not noticeable, whereas the 
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ratchetting calculated by Ohno-Wang approach II is much lower and can be clearly 

divided into transient ratchetting and asymptotic ratchetting. 

 

As discussed in chapter 3, the material parameter mi is used in Ohno-Wang approach 

II to diminish the overestimation of ratchetting strain, because the change of the value 

mi, modifies the effect of dynamic recovery. The material parameter mi is an integer, 

which is greater than zero. In this FE analyses, different values of mi were applied for 

Ohno-Wang approach II, so that the influence of the material parameter mi on the 

magnitude of multiaxial ratchetting can be investigated.  

 

The results of the FE calculations are illustrated in figures 7.4 and 7.5. As shown in 

figure 7.4, the ratchetting curves calculated by using Ohno-Wang approach II shows 

that the shape of transient ratchetting and the gradient of asymptotic ratchetting are 

greatly influenced by the material parameter mi. A larger mi leads to smaller amount of 

transient ratchetting and lower gradient of asymptotic ratchetting. In addition, the in-

crease of mi is not proportional to the decrease of multiaxial ratchetting stain. As 

shown in figure 7.4, the decrement of ratchetting stain corresponding to an increment 

of mi from 4 to 8 is much greater than that corresponding to an increment of mi from 8 

to 12. 
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Figure 7.5: Dependence of multiaxial asymptotic ratchetting on parameter im . 
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As presented in figure 7.5, different FE calculations were performed by using a series 

of mi. The gradients of asymptotic ratchetting corresponding to different values of mi 

are illustrated in the figure the dotted curve. Asymptotic ratchetting has been intro-

duced in chapter 2.7, while the gradient of asymptotic ratchetting is the slope of the 

ratchetting curve after linear increment of asymptotic ratchetting is achieved. Regard-

ing the investigation presented by figured 7.4, it was determined by the gradient of 

ratchetting curve after 40 cycles. It can be seen that with the increase of the value of 

mi, the gradient of asymptotic ratchetting drops rapidly. When mi is greater than 10, the 

decrease of gradient is minor. The straight line in the figure shows the experimental 

result from corresponding component test, which was presented in figure 6.4 (accumu-

lated multiaxial ratchetting strain at the end of step one) of chapter 6.1.1. It can be 

found that mi=8 gives the best prediction for asymptotic ratchetting. The result accords 

with the results of parameter fitting presented in table 5.1 of chapter 5.6.1, in which the 

fitted parameter mi equals 8. This accordance proves that the fitted parameter using 

uniaxial test is able to predict the gradient of multiaxial asymptotic ratchetting accu-

rately. 
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Figure 7.6: Influence of the multiaxial factor on the calculated multiaxial ratchetting. 

As mentioned in chapter 2, in multiaxial stress-state, the magnitude of ratchetting un-

der multiaxial loading is less than that under equivalent uniaxial loading. This multiaxial 

ratchetting effect can be simulated by involving a multiaxial factor like in Ohno-Wang 
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approach II (equation 3.18), in which the term 
i

k:n  is considered as the multiaxial 

factor. It records the angle between the directions of inelastic strain-rate and back-

stress. Since 1k:n
i

≤  under multiaxial nonproportional cyclic loading, it makes the 

dynamic recovery of back-stress less active, so that a less accumulation of multiaxial 

ratchetting strain can be simulated. Figure 7.6 illustrates the influence of the multiaxial 

factor 
i

k:n  to multiaxial ratchetting strain. The solid curves depict the calculated 

ratchetting strains with the application of the multiaxial factor 
i

k:n  and material pa-

rameter mi=8 and mi=12 respectively, while the dotted lines describe the correspond-

ing calculated ratchetting curves without applying the multiaxial factor 
i

k:n . The 

decrement of ratchetting due to the application of the multiaxial factor 
i

k:n  depends 

on the nonproportionality of the multiaxial loading. In multiaxial ratchetting, the non-

proportionality depends on the magnitude of the primary load. Regarding applied load-

ing in this calculation, the nonproportionality depends on the magnitude of the axial 

load. That is, the larger the axial load, the more significant the nonproportionality. 
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Figure 7.7: Calculated torsional moment with respect to the number of cycles by using 

different kinematic hardening models. 
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Figure 7.7 illustrates the calculated cyclic hardening/softening curves regarding the 

multiaxial ratchetting FE calculations by using Armstrong-Frederick approach and 

Ohno-Wang approach II with two different parameter mi. It can be seen, that although 

the curves of the maximum and minimum torsional moments at loading reverse points 

with respect to the number of cycles proceed very close and parallel to each other, 

small differences between amplitudes of torsional moments of different curves still can 

be observed. The Armstrong-Frederick approach predicts the most conservative mag-

nitude. Ohno-Wang approach II with mi=8 present larger amplitude of torsional mo-

ment, so that it’s curve locates above the curve of Amstrong-Frederick approach. If mi 

is increased to 12, the amplitude of torsional moment increases only slightly, so that 

the difference between curves of mi=8 and mi=12 is very insignificant. The reason can 

be summarized as following:  

Armstrong-Frederick approach 

Ohno-Wang approach I 
Ohno-Wang approach II 

 

Figure 7.8: Change of ( )
i

XJ
2

 by using different kinematic hardening models. 

As discussed in chapter 3, Armstrong-Frederick model is an extreme case of Ohno-

Wang approach II, when the material parameter mi equals zero. Additionally, the 

Ohno-Wang approach I (equation 3.17) is another extreme case of the approach II, 

when mi tends to infinite. Figure 7.8 illustrates the course of the second invariant of 

back-stress ( )
i

XJ
2

 depending on application of different kinematic hardening ap-

proaches. Armstrong-Frederick approach describes the relationship between ( )
i

XJ
2

 

and the accumulated plastic strain p  in an exponential curve, while the Ohno-Wang 

approach I gives a bilinear curve, which is the asymptotic lines of the exponential 
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curve calculated by Armstrong-Frederick approach. The curve of Ohno-Wang ap-

proach II locates between the exponential curve from Armstrong-Frederick approach 

and the bilinear curve from Ohno-Wang approach I. If mi=0, the curve of Ohno-Wang 

approach II is identical to the curve of Armstrong-Frederick approach. With the in-

crease of mi, the curve of Ohno-Wang approach II moves towards the bilinear curve of 

Ohno-Wang approach I. When the value mi is large enough, the curve of Ohno-Wang 

approach II superposes with the bilinear curve. Before the saturations in curves of 

Armstrong-Frederick approach and Ohno-Wang approach II are reached, there are 

always deflections between theses three curves, and these deflections in back-

stresses lead to different amplitudes in cyclic hardening/softening curves shown in fig-

ure 7.7. 
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Figure 7.9: Calculated the first hysteresis loops by using different kinematic hardening 

approaches. 

The calculated hysteresis loops concerning the first load cycle by using Armstrong-

Frederick approach and Ohno-Wang approach II with different values of parameter mi 

are demonstrated in figure 7.9. As discussed above, Ohno-Wang approach I presents 

a bilinear curve for the back-stress. Since four back-stresses were applied in the uni-

fied viscoplastic Chaboche model in this work, the calculated hysteresis loop by using 

Ohno-Wang approach I is a superposition of four different bilinear curves, which is a 

polygonal line, as shown in figure 3.2(a). As discussed above, if the parameter mi in 

Ohno-Wang approach II is large, the back-stress curve calculated by Ohno-Wang ap-
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proach II will be very close to the curve calculated by Ohno-Wang approach I, there-

fore in figure 7.9, the hysteresis loops calculated by Ohno-Wang approach II with ma-

terial parameters mi=8 and mi=12 are composed of a series of polygonal lines, while 

the hysteresis loop calculated by Armstrong-Frederick approach is composed of a se-

ries of exponential curves. 

 

7.2.2 Qualitative investigation of the material model for multiaxial nonpropor-

tional cyclic loading 

For investigating the functionality of the viscoplastic Chaboche model in predicting the 

effect of multiaxial nonproportional cyclic loading, a series of FE calculations were per-

formed by using different strain-controlled load-paths. First of all, five strain-paths were 

defined as shown in figure 7.10, in which cyclic axial load and cyclic torsional load are 

applied separately or simultaneously. Path 1 and Path 2 depict cyclic axial tension-

compression and cyclic torsion, respectively. Path 3 describes a multiaxial cyclic in-

phase loading, in which cyclic axial tension-compression and cyclic torsion is in-phase 

applied. Path 4 is a kind of out-of-phase test, in which cyclic tension-compression and 

cyclic torsion have a phase-lag of a quarter of a period 2/π . In path 5, the cyclic ten-

sion-compression and cyclic torsion are defined as sinus and cosine functions, respec-

tively, so that the strain-path proceeds along a circle.  
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Figure 7.10: Illustration of different cyclic strain paths. 
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For the equivalence between the axial and torsional loading conditions, Von-Mises 

criterion was considered. Consequently, the equivalence for the cases of strain-

controlled tension and torsion can be approximated by: 

  ε
γ

ε ∆=
∆

=∆
3

eq
, (7.1) 

where eqε∆  is the range of equivalent strain, and ε∆  and γ∆  represent the axial strain-

range and shear strain-range, respectively. In above five load-paths, the ranges of 

strain components in axial direction and circumferential direction correspond to an 

identical range of equivalent strain. Therefore the five paths can be illustrated with the 

help of a circle, whose radius is the amplitude of the equivalent strain, as shown in 

figure 7.10. 

 

As discussed in chapter 3.3.4, chapter 6.1.2 and chapter 6.2.2, an additional cyclic 

hardening can be evoked due to the attendance of multiaxial nonproportional cyclic 

loading. The Krämer-Krolop approach (equation 3.23 and 3.25) provides the possibility 

to simulate the effect of nonproportional cyclic loading. In this work, a simplified 

Krämer-Krolop approach was applied:  
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where 'γ  is a material parameter ranging from 0 to 1, and ''c  is greater than 0. Since 

the five load-paths defined above show very simple shapes, it’s not necessary to take 

into account the curvature of the strain-paths κ  in equation 3.23. Namely, the factor 

ϕ , which records the angle between the viscoplastic strain tensor and viscoplastic 

strain-rate tensor, alone is able to describe the effect of nonproportional cyclic loading. 

Due to above reason, equation 3.23 was simplified to equation 7.3. Since so far no 

experiments were performed for the determination of the parameters used in this 
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model, the trial values, 0.4''c =  and 8.0' =γ , were applied in the FE analyses for the 

qualitative investigation of the approach. 
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Figure 7.11: Calculated stress-path according to the square strain-path. 
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Figure 7.12: Calculated stress-path according to the circular strain-path. 
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In FE calculations by using the five load-paths, the amplitude of equivalent strain was 

prescribed to %5.0
2

=
∆ eqε

. Figures 7.11 and 7.12 demonstrate the calculated stress-

paths corresponding to the path 4 and path 5. It can be seen, that the stress-paths 

follow the basic shapes of strain-paths, and cyclic hardening can be shown clearly by 

the tracks of stress-paths in both figures. The magnitudes of cyclic hardening and the 

rotation of the stress-paths regarding the square load-path as shown in figure 7.11 

depend on the values of material parameter ''c  and 'γ . 

 

Figure 7.13: Influence of the shapes of strain-paths on cyclic hardening behaviour. 

 

Calculated von Mises stresses regarding the five strain-paths with respect to the num-

ber of cycles are illustrated in figure 7.13. One essential feature abstracted from the 

figure is the clear dependence of the cyclic hardening on the shape of strain-path. As 

shown in the figure, every curve starts with the identical magnitudes in the incipient 

stage. With the increase of loading cycles, the identical cyclic hardenings regarding 

the uniaxial tension-compression, pure torsion and superposition of tension and tor-

sion (tension + torsion) load-paths are achieved. Cyclic hardenings calculated based 

on the square and circular load-paths are significantly larger. Furthermore the largest 
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cyclic hardening is attained by the circular path, which is slightly larger than that 

achieved by the square path. The reason of these results can be summarized as fol-

lowing. 

 

The angle ϕ  between viscoplastic strain tensor and viscoplastic strain-rate tensor is 

always 0° or 180° under proportional cyclic loading, path 1, 2 and 3, therefore the in-

ternal variable *p  doesn’t influence the dynamic recovery term of the kinematic hard-

ening model. Whereas under nonproportional cyclic loading the angle ϕ  is nonzero 

values, so that *p  influences the dynamic recovery term. Regarding the circular load-

path, the angle ϕ  is always 90°, so that the largest nonproportional effect is obtained 

in the circular load-path, which leads to the most significant cyclic hardening. 

 

7.3 Comparison between experiments and FE calculations 

7.3.1 Comparison for the austenitic material 

In chapter 7.2, the material models for simulating multiaxial ratchetting and the effect 

of multiaxial nonproportional cyclic loading were qualitatively investigated via FE anal-

yses. In order to verify the material models quantitatively, a series of FE analyses cor-

responding to the component tests, which have been introduced chapter 6, were per-

formed. The calculation results are compared with the experimental results in this 

chapter. 

 

For the comparison to the multiaxial ratchetting component test in chapter 6.1.1, figure 

6.3 and figure 6.4, the FE calculations were performed, and results are illustrated in 

figure 7.14 and figure 7.15. Calculation1 corresponded to a FE analysis implemented 

by using viscoplastic Chaboche model with integrated Ohno-Wang approach II and 

combined cyclic hardening/softening approach and evolution equations of strain-

memory-effect as well as fitted parameters in table 5.1. Calculation2 was performed by 

using the same material model and a refitted value for the parameter c4. The c4 was 

refitted by specifying a higher priority for the uniaxial ratchetting test during the materi-

al fitting procedure. 
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Figure 7.14 shows the comparison between the measurement (figure 6.4) and calcu-

lated multiaxial ratchetting strains. In the first 100 cycles, the multiaxial ratchetting 

curve of calculation1 shows good consistency to the experimental results regarding 

asymptotic ratchetting, so that the calculated ratchetting curve (dotted curve) proceeds 

parallel to the experimental multiaxial ratchetting curve after 20 cycles. Nevertheless 

the transient ratchetting in the fist 20 cycles is overestimated. The deflection between 

experiment and calculation1 due to the overestimation of transient ratchetting is about 

0.08%. For improving the prediction for transient ratchetting, calculation2 was per-

formed by using a refitted parameter c4=12000. The c4 was achieved by specifying that 

the uniaxial ratchetting test has a higher priority than the strain-controlled cyclic ten-

sion-compression test during the parameter fitting, so that the fitted parameters prefer 

to close the error to the uniaxial ratchetting first. As shown in the figure, the ratchetting 

curve of calculation2 (dashed curve) presents very good agreements to the experi-

ment not only for asymptotic ratchetting but also for transient ratchetting.  
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Figure 7.14: Comparison between measurement (figure 6.4) and calculated ratchetting 

strains for the austenitic material at room temperature 

In the second step, after 100 cycles, the axial load (primary load) was doubled, the 

calculations predict much larger transient ratchetting compared to measurements. This 

deflection between experiment and calculations can be attributed to a characteristic of 
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multiaxial ratchetting: As discussed in previous chapters, the material parameters were 

fitted based on the uniaxial test results. As shown in figure 5.6, while the mean-stress 

increases from 20 MPa to 40 MPa, a pronounced transient ratchetting strain is evoked. 

Nevertheless it is not the case for multiaxial ratchetting. In multiaxial stress-state, a 

doubled primary stress induced only a slight increment of transient ratchetting strain as 

shown in figure 7.14. Namely, the same increment of primary stress (mean-stress for 

uniaxial ratchetting) yields different transient ratchetting increments in uniaxial ratchet-

ting and multiaxial ratchetting in multiple step uniaxial and multiaxial ratchetting tests.  

 

Via analysing the measurement and calculation results regarding uniaxial and multiax-

ial ratchetting, it can be summarized that the multiaxial ratchetting behaviour differs 

from the uniaxial ratchetting behaviour regarding a comparable increase of primary 

load in multiple step ratchetting test. The Ohno-Wang approach II can very good pre-

dict the uniaxial ratchetting in multiple step test, as shown in figure 5.6, and multiaxial 

ratchetting in single step test, as shown the first 100 cycles in figure 7.14. For better 

simulating the magnitude of the increase of multiaxial transient ratchetting in multiple 

tests, the applied Ohno-Wang approach II should be improved, so that the ratio be-

tween increments of transient ratchetting in uniaxial and multiaxial ratchetting tests can 

be taken into account. 

 

For comparing the strain hardening and cyclic hardening behaviour between compo-

nent test and FE calculation, the results of the maximum and minimum torsional mo-

ments against the number of cycles for the same multiaxial ratcheting test are illustrat-

ed in figure 7.15. As mentioned above Ohno-Wang approach II was applied with fitted 

material parameters In the calculation1. Very good agreement between experiment 

and calculation is shown in the figure: The calculated curves for torsional moment 

show incipient cyclic hardening and subsequent quasi-neutral cyclic behaviour. The 

increase of axial load after 100 cycles does not influence the continuity of cyclic be-

haviour. The quasi-neutral behaviour can be attributed to smaller values of material 

parameters, b (equation 3.29), Qmax and Qo (equation 3.36), which were fitted based 

on the uniaxial tests. A smaller value of the parameter b gives a slower decrease of 

cyclic hardening, while a less difference between Qmax and Qo yields an insignificant 

magnitude of cyclic softening. By using refitted parameter c4=12000, calculation 2 pre-

sents similar cyclic hardening and softening behaviour. Nevertheless, as mentioned 
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above, since during parameter refitting, the uniaxial ratchetting test is specified to have 

a higher priority than the strain-controlled uniaxial tension-compression test in order to 

get better fitting results for ratchetting behaviour, compensation has to be made re-

garding the strain hardening behaviour. Consequently calulation2 simulates larger tor-

sional moments compared to experimental results and calculation1. 
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Figure 7.15: Comparison between measured and calculated torsional moments for the 

austenitic material at room temperature. 

For comparing the results between component test and FE calculation for the austenit-

ic material at 300°C, the FE calculations were performed regarding the multiaxial 

ratchetting test introduced in chapter 6.1.1 (figure 6.5 and 6.6). The viscoplastic 

Chaboche model with integrated Ohno-Wang approach II for kinematic hardening, 

combined cyclic hardening-softening approach for isotropic hardening and evolution 

equations of strain-memory-effect was applied in FE calculation. The fitted parameters 

in table 5.2 are used in the viscoplastic Chaboche model. The comparison results are 

illustrated in figures 7.16 and 7.17. 
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Figure 7.16: Comparison between measured and calculated ratchetting strains for the 

austenitic material at 300°C. 

Figure 7.16 shows multiaxial ratchetting curves regarding the experimental results and 

calculation results. By using the fitted parameters, good agreement between experi-

ment and calculation1 for the asymptotic ratchetting is presented in the first step, so 

that the curve of calculation1 precedes parallel to the experimental curve from 30 to 

100 cycles. Nevertheless the transient ratchetting in the first 30 cycles is overestimat-

ed. By specifying the higher priority of the uniaxial ratchetting test in parameter fitting 

procedure, a refitted parameter c4=7000 was got, by which the overestimation for the 

transient ratchetting can be eliminated in calculation2. Identical to the results for the 

austenitic material at room temperature, the calculated ratchetting strain at 300°C is 

overestimated in the second step by both calculation1 and calculation2.  The reason is 

the same as discussed above: Since the increase of transient ratchetting strain in mul-

tiple uniaxial ratchetting and multiple multiaxial ratchetting tests are quite different, for 

better simulating the multiaxial ratchetting strain in multiple step test, the applied kine-

matic hardening approach, Ohno-Wang approach II, should be improved to take into 

account this difference between uniaxial ratchetting and multiaxial ratchetting behav-

iour. 
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Figure 7.17: Comparison between measured and calculated torsional moments for the 

austenitic material at 300°C. 

Figure 7.17 shows the maximum and minimum values of measured and calculated 

torsional moments with respect to the number of cycles regarding the multiaxial ratch-

etting test for the austenitic material at 300°C. As seen in the figure, good agreement 

between experiment and calculation1 can be achieved. Compared to the results at 

room temperature, the cyclic hardening curve at 300°C presents a less gradient, which 

was due to a smaller value for the parameter a (equation 3.29). The magnitude of 

hardening depends on the parameter c (equation 3.29), Qmax and Qo (equation 3.36). 

In addition, calculation2 presents similar cyclic hardening and softening behaviour, 

nevertheless the range of torsional moment is overestimated since the strain-

hardening is influenced by the refitted parameter c4. As discussed for the multiaxial 

ratchetting test for the austenitic material at room temperature, since the high priority 

was specified for the uniaxial ratchetting test in the parameter fitting, the fitted parame-

ters are preferred to provide better fitting results for ratchetting. As compensation, the 

results regarding hardening simulation was correspondingly slightly degraded. 

 

Based on above results, it can be found that the predictions of hardening and ratchet-

ting are two different applications, which should be incorporated in the viscoplastic 

Chaboche model. In the frame of this work, both hardening and ratchetting behaviour 
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should be simulated by using the kinematic hardening approach, Ohno-Wang ap-

proach II. That means the parameters should be properly determined, so that the 

Ohno-Wang approach II can accurately describe both material behaviour. Neverthe-

less, the experience showed that it was very difficult to find appropriate parameters, 

which presented accurate predictions for hardening and ratchetting simultaneously. 

Therefore the parameters should be fitted either moderately for achieving acceptable 

results for both ratchetting and hardening at the same time, or inclining to certain be-

haviour by predefining higher privilege for it. For instance, if ratchetting is more of in-

terest, the higher weighting factor should be given to ratchetting tests in the procedure 

of parameter fitting. The consequence of it is that the accuracy of the simulation for 

hardening can be slightly degraded. 

 

For verifying the effect of multiaxial nonproportional cyclic loading, the FE calculations 

were performed for the in-phase-test and out-of-phase-test introduced in chapter 6.1.2. 

In the applied viscoplastic Chaboche model, Krämer-Krolop approach was used in-

stead of Ohno-Wang approach II for the kinematic hardening. As shown by the exper-

imental results of the in-phase- and out-of-phase-tests, the additional hardening was 

evoked in the out-of-phase test. It should be emphasize that although the path 3 and 

path 4 in chapter 7.2.2 (figure 7.10) are a kind of in-phase-test and out-of-phase test, 

respectively, they were defined in different way from the in-phase- and out-of-phase-

tests mentioned in chapter 6.1.2. Path 3 and path 4 were defined by applying the 

same equivalent strain-ranges in both loading directions, namely the strain-ranges in 

torsion and axial direction corresponded to the same equivalent strain-range. Whereas 

in the performed component tests in chapter 6.1.2, due to the limitation of testing con-

ditions, the equivalent strain-range applied in axial direction was much less than that 

applied in torsional direction: 

 

As mentioned in chapter 6, component was fastened by two cylindrical clamping 

blocks on the testing rig, and the axial loading was transferred to the shoulders of 

components via the friction force between the clamping blocks and the component 

shoulders. If the applied axial load is too large, so that it exceeds the friction force, rel-

ative sliding between clamping blocks and component will take place in axial direction. 

To avoid the relative sliding, the axial load could not be defined too large. Since the 

axial strain-range was much less than the equivalent strain-range in torsion in the 
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component tests, the nonproportionality in the out-of-phase-tests is smaller than that 

defined in load-path 4. 

 

As discussed in chapter 7.2.2, the application of Krämer-Krolop kinematic hardening 

approach provides the possibility to simulate the additional hardening evoked by the 

multiaxial nonproportional cyclic loading. Nevertheless how to fit the additional material 

parameters ''c  and 'γ , defined in Krämer-Krolop approach, is a difficulty, because for 

fitting multiaxial nonproportional cyclic behaviour, the whole parameter fitting proce-

dure with the optimization program MINUIT has to be extended from one-dimensional 

to three-dimensional. That is, on the one hand, for fitting the material parameters, 

which takes into account the effect of multiaxial nonproportional cyclic loading, multiax-

ial nonproportional cyclic tests should be performed beside uniaxial tests; on the other 

hand, the one-dimensional constitutive equations constructed in the optimization pro-

gram MINUIT should be updated to three-dimensional. Since this complicated fitting 

procedure is not included in the frame of this work, only two trial values of parameters 

0.4''c =  and 8.0' =γ  were applied in Krämer-Krolop approach. Since these two pa-

rameter values are just the estimations, the effect of multiaxial nonproportional cyclic 

loading can only be qualitatively investigated with them.  
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Figure 7.18: Comparison of measured and calculated torsional moments based on the 

in-phase- and out-of-phase-tests for the austenitic material at room temperature. 
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Figure 7.19: Comparison of measured and calculated torsional moments based on the 

in-phase- and out-of-phase-tests for the austenitic material at 300°C. 

Figures 7.18 and 7.19 illustrate the experimental and calculated maximum and mini-

mum torsional moments with respect to load cycles based on the in-phase- and out-of-

phase-tests for the austenitic material at room temperature and 300°C, respectively. It 

can be found that, by using Krämer-Krolop approach, the additional hardening in out-

of-phase-tests due to multiaxial nonproportional cyclic loading can be simulated by the 

viscoplastic Chaboche model. Since the values of the parameters ''c  and 'γ  are esti-

mated values, there exist deflections on the shape and magnitude of the cyclic harden-

ing/softening curves. As discussed above, for the quantitative simulation of the non-

proportional loading effect, the parameters applied in Krämer-Krolop model should be 

fitted by perform corresponding multiaxial tests. 

 

7.3.2 Comparison for the ferritic material 

In order to verify the viscoplastic Chaboche model for the multiaxial ratchetting test 

containing a relatively large primary stress, the multiaxial component ratchetting test, 

was performed with a primary stress, 108 MPa, for the ferritic material at room tem-

perature as described in chapter 6.2.1 (figure 6.13 and figure 6.14). Corresponding FE 

calculation was carried out by using viscoplastic Chaboche model including Ohno-
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Wang approach II for kinematic hardening, combined cyclic hardening/softening ap-

proach for isotropic hardening, and evolution equations for strain-memory-effect, as 

well as the fitted parameters in table 5.3. The comparisons between experiment and 

calculation are illustrated figures 7.20 and 7.21. 
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Figure 7.20: Comparison of measured and calculated multiaxial ratchetting curves for 

the ferritic material at room temperature. 

The multiaxial ratchetting strains of experimental measurements and calculation re-

sults can be compared in figure 7.20: Under a higher primary stress, the gradient of 

asymptotic ratchetting is pronounced increased, so that the experimental ratchetting 

curve is dominated by the asymptotic ratchetting. Oppositely, based on experimental 

results for the austenitic material, it can be found that under restively small primary 

stress less than 40 MPa, multiaxial ratchetting is dominated by transient ratchetting. 

The FE calculation presents an accurate prediction for asymptotic ratchetting from cy-

cle 10 to cycle 100, while the transient ratchetting in the first 10 cycles is overestimat-

ed. Nevertheless since the asymptotic ratchetting dominates the multiaxial ratchetting 

procedure, the error due to the overestimation of transient ratchetting is less than 7% 

after 100 cycles. Similar to the multiaxial simulations introduced in chapter 7.3.1 for the 

austenitic material, the overestimation of transient ratchetting can also be eliminated 

by using refitted parameter of ci by means of specifying higher priority for uniaxial 

ratchetting test in parameter fitting, nevertheless the cost is that the strain-hardening 
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would be overestimated. Considering the fitted parameters in table 5.3 provide a good 

result regarding asymptotic ratchetting and the overestimation in transient ratchetting 

is less than 7% of the total ratchetting strain after 100 cycles. The calculation results 

can be regarded as a good prediction for multiaxial ratchetting under high primary 

stress. 
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Figure 7.21: Comparison of measured and calculated torsional moments for the ferritic 

material at room temperature. 

The measured and calculated maximum and minimum torsional moments with respect 

to load cycles are illustrated in figure 7.21. It can be seen that the incipient cyclic hard-

ening and subsequent cyclic softening can be simulated very accurately by using the 

applied material model and fitted material parameters. 
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8 Discussion, conclusion and outlook 
 

To describe viscoplastic material behaviour under cyclic loading, the viscoplastic 

Chaboche model was applied in the frame of this work. This model can be regarded as 

a unified model, because there is no separation between plastic strain and viscous 

strain. The model was extended based on the time-independent AFC model through 

the introduction of time-dependent effect by using viscous stress. The cyclic material 

behaviour was described by a series of internal variables in the model. The kinematic 

hardening variable, which is so-called back-stress, was used to describe the direction-

dependent hardening, which is so-called strain-hardening. Different nonlinear kinemat-

ic hardening approaches were applied for the back-stress in this work, among which 

Armstrong-Frederick approach was applied as basic nonlinear kinematic hardening 

approach; Ohno-Wang approach II was applied especially for the prediction of ratchet-

ting; Krämer-Krolop approach was used to take into account the effect of multiaxial 

nonproportional cyclic loading. Furthermore, four back-stresses were applied in the 

material model, so that the strain-hardening in a large strain-range can be accurately 

described. The direction-independent hardening/softening behaviour, which can be 

detected by means of cyclic hardening/softening, was described by using isotropic 

hardening variables. In this research work, different isotropic hardening approaches 

were developed and applied, through which saturated cyclic hardening, continuous 

cyclic hardening, pure cyclic softening and combined cyclic hardening/softening can 

be simulated. In addition, the evolution equations for describing strain-memory-effect 

were incorporated in the viscoplastic Chaboche model to take into account history of 

previous achieved maximum strain-range.  

 

For investigating material behaviour and fitting parameters for the viscoplastic 

Chaboche model, uniaxial tests by using small specimens were performed for the se-

lected materials. The austenitic material X6 CrNiNb 18-10 shows obvious nonlinear 

strain-hardening in tension and compression, whereas it doesn’t show distinct yield 

limit under monotonic tension at room temperature and 300°C. In uniaxial cyclic tests 

performed at room temperature, the austenitic material presents evident cyclic harden-

ing in the beginning. After a certain number of cycles, it shows strain-range-dependent 

cyclic behaviour. Namely, when strain-range is low e.g. %0.1=ε∆ , the material trends 

to present slight cyclic softening; When strain-range is modest, e.g. %5.1=ε∆ , the 
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material shows neutral cyclic behaviour; When strain-range is relatively high, e.g. 

%0.3=ε∆ , continuous increase of cyclic hardening can be observed during the in-

crease of loading cycles. At 300°C, this strain-range-dependency of the austenitic ma-

terial is enlarged. Namely, %0.1=ε∆  yields obvious cyclic softening, while %0.2=ε∆  

gives continuous cyclic hardening.  

 

The ferritic material 20 MnMoNi 5-5 shows significant nonlinear strain-hardening and 

obvious yield limit. Especially at room temperature, a clear yielding stage can be ob-

served in the monotonic tensile test. Under uniaxial cyclic loading at room tempera-

ture, the ferritic material shows incipient cyclic hardening at the beginning. Subse-

quently, cyclic softening arises for all tested strain-ranges, 1.0%, 2.0% and 4.0%. The 

magnitudes of cyclic hardening and cyclic softening are enlarged with the increase of 

the strain-range. At 300°C, the ferritic material presents just different cyclic behaviour 

to the austenitic material. Namely, after the incipient cyclic hardening, lower strain-

range trends to yield cyclic hardening, while the higher strain-range trends to show 

cyclic softening.  

 

To fit the material parameters in the viscoplastic Chaboche model, the optimization 

program MINUIT was used. The uniaxial form of the constitutive equations of the vis-

coplastic Chaboche model was programmed in MINUIT. During the parameter fitting 

procedure, the complete differential equation system of the material model is integrat-

ed at each discrete time point, so that the calculated values can be compared with the 

measurements in the uniaxial tests. The error between experiment and calculation is 

calculated for each time point. The new parameter set is calculated by using optimiza-

tion methods provided by MINUIT, and the integration restarts by using the optimized 

parameters. This process is repeated until the minimum error is obtained. To ensure 

that the material model is able to describe the comprehensive cyclic behaviour of the 

selected materials, a series of uniaxial tests were applied, which include uniaxial ten-

sile tests, uniaxial strain-controlled cyclic tests and stress-controlled multiple step cy-

clic tests with mean-stresses. The comparisons between the experiments and calcu-

lates show good consistencies for the austenitic material at room temperature and 

300°C. For the ferritic material, the model predictions demonstrate also good agree-

ments to the experiments at room temperature and 300°C. The small deflections con-

cerning the tensile yield curves and hysteresis loops at room temperature can be ex-
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plained by the initial yielding in monotonic tension and the first cycle of uniaxial cyclic 

tests. 

 

For the investigation of the multiaxial ratchetting behaviour and effect of nonpropor-

tional cyclic loading in multiaxial stress-state, component tests were performed for the 

selected materials at room temperature and 300°C by using straight pipe segments. 

For the austenitic material, multiaxial ratchetting test, in-phase-test and out-of-phase 

test were carried out at room temperature and 300°C, respectively. For the ferritic ma-

terial, multiaxial ratchetting test, in-phase-test and out-of-phase test were performed at 

room temperature. 

 

To investigate and verity the viscoplastic Chaboche model, a series of FE analyses 

were performed by using commercial FEM software ABAQUS. The material model 

was defined in ABAQUS user’s subroutine UMAT, and FE model of pipe component 

was set up by using pre-processing software PATRAN.  

 

The functionality of the viscoplastic Chaboche model was qualitatively investigated by 

performing a series of FE calculations with different kinematic hardening and isotropic 

hardening approaches. For various cyclic hardening/softening behaviour of the select-

ed material, different isotropic hardening approaches were applied and further devel-

oped in this work, so that cyclic continuous hardening, cyclic saturated hardening and 

combined cyclic hardening and softening can be simulated. For strain-hardening and 

multiaxial ratchetting behaviour, Armstrong-Frederick approach, Ohno-Wang ap-

proaches II were employed regarding back-stresses. By comparing FEA results using 

different kinematic hardening approaches with experimental results, it has been de-

tected that although both kinematic hardening approaches provide satisfying results 

for strain-hardening, Armstrong-Frederick approach always overestimates ratchetting 

strain, whereas using Ohno-Wang approach II the overestimation of multiaxial ratchet-

ting can be diminished. 

 

To qualitatively investigate the material model for the effect of multiaxial nonpropor-

tional cyclic loading, five different load-paths were defined. By using Krämer-Krolop 

approach for the back-stress, the viscoplastic Chaboche model is able to simulate ad-

ditional hardening evoked by the effect of nonproportional cyclic loading. The magni-
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tude of the additional hardening depends on the nonproportionality of the multiaxial 

cyclic loads. Nevertheless the introduction of the additional parameters in Krämer-

Krolop approach increases the complexity of parameter fitting, since for fitting these 

parameters, the procedure of parameter fitting should be extended from one-

dimensional to three-dimensional. 

 

For the quantitative verification of the material model, FE calculations were performed 

corresponding to the component tests. Regarding the multiaxial ratchetting tests, the 

FE calculations by using viscoplastic Chaboche modal with integrated Ohno-Wang 

approach II, combined cyclic hardening-softening approach, and evolution equations 

of strain-memory-effect presented good agreements to the experiments regarding 

strain-hardening, cyclic hardening/softening. Regarding multiaxial ratchetting, above 

mentioned material model presented good agreement to test results of asymptotic 

ratchetting. The transient ratchetting in single step multiaxial ratchetting test can be 

accurately predicted by the model with a refitted material parameter ci by specifying a 

higher priority in parameter fitting. The cost of it was the quality of strain-hardening 

calculated by the material model decreased slightly. In multiple step ratchetting tests, 

when the primary load suddenly jumped up in the transit of two steps, the material 

model presented an overestimation in transient ratchetting strain. This result can be 

explained by different features between uniaxial ratchetting and multiaxial ratchetting. 

That is, the same change of primary stress (mean-stress for uniaxial ratchetting) leads 

to different change of ratchetting strain in uniaxial stress-state and multiaxial stress-

state. This specially feature of multiaxial ratchetting is very complex and is not investi-

gated in this work.  

 

Regarding the in-phase- and out-of-phase tests, corresponding FE calculations were 

performed using the viscoplastic Chaboche model with Krämer-Krolop approach for 

isotropic hardening, and combined cyclic hardening/softening approach for isotropic 

hardening, and the evolution equations of strain-memory-effect for the austenitic mate-

rial at room temperature and 300°C. Two trial parameter values were applied for 

Krämer-Krolop approach in the FE calculations. Via the evaluation of cyclic hardening 

behaviour, it can be found that the material model is able to simulate additional cyclic 

hardening under nonproportional cyclic loading, which accords with the experimental 

results qualitatively. For the quantitative predict of the effect of nonproportional load-
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ing, the parameters in Krämer-Krolop approach should be fitted using corresponding 

experiment data. 

 

Based on above summaries and discussions, conclusions can be drawn as following: 

By using the viscoplastic Chaboche model with adequate kinematic and isotropic 

hardening approaches, various material behaviour under multiaxial cyclic loading can 

be simulated by means of FE analysis. For simulating multiaxial ratchetting, Ohno-

Wang approach II should be applied, which presented good agreements to the exper-

iments in single step multiaxial ratchetting test. Regarding the simulation of the effect 

of multiaxial nonproportional cyclic loading, Krämer-Krolop approach should be ap-

plied. The strain-range-dependent cyclic hardening/softening behaviour of the austen-

itic and ferritic materials can be simulated by using different isotropic hardening ap-

proaches introduced and developed in this work. 

 

The following work can be done for the further investigation and improvement of cur-

rent material model: The relationship between the changes in uniaxial ratchetting and 

multiaxial ratchetting evoked by the change of primary stress in multiple step ratchet-

ting tests should be investigated, so that multiaxial ratchetting in multiple step tests 

can be better predicted. Additionally, for the quantitative description of the effect of 

multiaxial nonproportional cyclic loading, the parameters in Krämer-Krolop approach 

should be fitted through appropriate experiments.  
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Appendix 

A1. Formulation of the viscoplastic Chaboche model incorporating Arm-

strong-Frederick approach for kinematic hardening variable and continu-

ous cyclic hardening approach for isotropic hardening variable. 
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A2. Formulation of the viscoplastic Chaboche model incorporating Ohno-

Wang approach II for kinematic hardening variable and mixed cyclic hard-

ening/softening approach for isotropic hardening variable. 

Stress calculation:  
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Isotropic hardening: 
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strain memory: 
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A3. Formulation of the viscoplastic Chaboche model incorporating 

Krämer-Krolop approach for kinematic hardening variable and mixed cy-

clic hardening/softening approach for isotropic hardening variable. 

Stress calculation:  
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Isotropic hardening: 
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